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Throughout the first millenium all religion in India was comprised within Buddhism, Jainism or Brahmanism (commonly called Hinduism). This tripartition is so well
known that one can hardly begin an account of Indian religion without mentioning
it. But further analysis must begin with the observation that it is no part of the culture
itself. All indigenous listings of the forms of religion include Buddhism and Jainism,
but none embraces the remainder under a single heading. In place of Brahmanism
or Hinduism we never find less than three distinct entities: Vedism, Vais. navism,
and
.
Śaivism. Non-Buddhist, non-Jain participants in the culture did not define themselves
as Brahmanists or Hindus, but as Vaidikas, Vais. navas
or Śaivas, meaning followers of
.
the Veda, followers of the teachings of Vis. nu,
and
followers
of the teachings of Śiva
.
respectively. Thus each of these three groups was identified by the fact that it has its
own corpus of sacred texts, just like the Buddhists and Jains, whose Sanskrit names
Bauddha/Saugata and Jaina, mean those who follow the teachings of the Buddha and
those who follow the teachings of the Jina (Mahāvīra). The Veda which defines the
Vaidika’s religion comprises the Śruti, ‘the direct testimony’, namely the four Vedas (in
various recensions, each with Samhitā,
Brāhmana
.
. and Upanis. ads) and the Smr. ti, ‘the
indirect testimony’, namely later scriptural works approved as reliable. The primary
works in this category are the Treatises on Religious Duty (the Dharmaśāstras, also
called Smr. tis). Apart from these are the History (itihāsah. [the Mahābhāratam]), which
contains the Bhagavadgītā and other important religious materials, and the Purānas,
. a
vast and then ever-growing corpus of works covering the same ground and authorising
various devotional forms of religion. In the case of the Vais. navas
and Śaivas it was
.
collections of Tantric works known variously as Tantras, Āgamas or Samhitās,
which
.
they attributed to their supreme deity, Vis. nu
. or Śiva. Of these I shall say more in due
course.
It might be argued, therefore, that the category of Brahmanism or Hinduism
should be eliminated from our thought about pre-modern India. However, there are
aﬃnities between Vedism, Vais. navism
and Śaivism which, though not suﬃcient to
.
create the sense of a shared religious identity in the face of Buddhism and Jainism,
justify us in grouping these three traditions under a single term in certain contexts.
The Vais. navas
and Śaivas adhered to texts which the Vaidikas rejected as outside the
.
Veda (vedabāhyah),
. and in this respect they were as alien to them as the Buddhists


and Jains. Indeed the seventh-century Vaidika scholar Kumārila considered that the
Śaivas’ observances meant that they were more un-Vaidika than those groups. So
there certainly was nothing corresponding to a larger Hinduism in the Vaidika point
of view. But the Vais. navas
and Śaivas themselves sought to co-ordinate their religion
.
with the domain of Vaidika observance, a rapprochement never attempted by the
Buddhists or the Jains. This they did by defining the Veda neither as invalid (in
the manner of the Buddhists and Jains) nor as the only valid source for knowledge
of religious duty (in the manner of the Vaidikas themselves), but as valid in its own
domain as the authority governing what they saw as the exoteric infrastructure of their
own esoteric forms of religion. One passed through the domain of Vaidika observance
before one ascended through the ritual of initiation (dīks. ā) to become a Vais. nava
or
.
a Śaiva; and although Śaiva ascetics (yatih,
nai
s
t
hika
h),
or
at
least
certain
classes
of
.
..
.
them, were required thereafter to abandon all aspects of the religion from which they
had entered, so that in eﬀect they were as un-Vaidika as those who converted to
Buddhism or Jainism, the majority of Śaivas, particularly those who were not ascetics
but married men (gr. hasthah),
whatever their mode of life,
. and almost all Vais. navas,
.
were required to integrate key elements of Vaidika practice into the pattern of their
special observances and to do everything they could to embed themselves within
brahminical society.
This aﬃnity between Vedism, Vais. navism
and Śaivism is also manifested through
.
rapprochement in the other direction, from the Vaidikas to the Vais. navas
or Śaivas.
.
For there were groups considering themselves to be Vaidika, who, while refusing the
initiation that would have put them beyond the Veda by making them Vais. navas
.
or Śaivas in the strong sense, incorporated Vaidika versions of Vais. nava
or Śaiva
.
worship into their regular observances and created the scriptural justification for this
development within the corpus of the Purānas.
.
There are, then, suﬃcient grounds for continuing to accept the tripartition of
Indian religion into Buddhism, Jainism and a single category embracing Vedism,
Vais. navism
and Śaivism. However, this is not a classification which captures anything
.
of the nature of its elements. For that purpose the relevant distinctions are rather the
following:
. between Vedism and the rest,
. between (a) Vedism together with the Veda-integrating systems of the Vais. navas
.
and the Śaivas, and (b) the anti-Vaidika systems of the Buddhists and Jains,
. between social religion, found only in Vaidika observance, and personal religion, both Vaidika and non-Vaidika; within social and personal religion



. between obligatory observances (nityakarma) and optional desiderative observances (kāmyakarma),
. between the classes of those qualified to participate, in terms of caste-status
(varna
. h,
. jātih)
. and gender; and, within personal religion,
. between the religion of those in the world and the religion of anchorites,
. between religion for reward (bhogah)
. and religion for liberation (moks. ah),
.
. between the religion of men and the religion of women, and
. between esoteric, non-dualistic systems of observance (advaitācārah),
. which
require transcendence of the social religion’s dualities (the pure and the impure,
the permitted and the forbidden), and exoteric, dualistic systems (dvaitācārah),
.
which do not.
The second of these five distinctions has been suﬃciently clarified. The first and the
third are related, because what set Vedism oﬀ from all the other systems was precisely
that it alone embraced both social and personal forms of religion. By social religion
I mean primarily the life-cycle rites and other observances following Śruti, Smr. t.i and
custom (ācārah)
. which are performed by persons, or for persons, in their identity as
members of a caste (jātih)
. and household (gr. ham); and secondarily the observance
of rules of endogamy, commensality, hierarchical interaction, avoidance of contact,
and contraction of qualification to participate in the religion (adhikārasamkoca
h),
.
.
in accordance with notions of sanctity, ritual purity, and pollution, also the rules
governing the inheritance of property (dāyavibhāgah),
. the rest of civil and criminal
law (vyavahārah),
. and the institution of kingship (rājadharmah),
. all of these being
authorised by Smr. ti, or, as with the rules governing the interaction of castes (jātih)
. and
subcastes in a particular region, by custom within the bounds of the rules laid down in
Smr. ti for the caste-classes (varna
. h).
. All this was seen to lie under the authority of the
Veda, and that of the Veda alone. By personal religion I mean disciplines undertaken
by persons believing that they are acting as individuals without, or without reference
to, any social identity. Vedism contains religion that is personal in this sense, and the
non-Vaidika systems in their classical forms saw themselves as comprising nothing
else.
Vais. navas,
Śaivas, Buddhists, and Jains looked upon Vedism’s social religion as a
.
set of mundane observances (lokācārah)
. or local customs (deśācārah)
. irrelevant to the
attainment of what they saw as the goals of religion proper. With the exception of
funerary and post-funerary rites—people who had left the mundane religion could
not be returned to it in death—they developed no social religion of their own. The


Vais. navas
and Śaivas had Vedism for this purpose, while Buddhism and Jainism had
.
no need at all for social religion so long as they were the religions of celibate ascetics
outside society. When Buddhists and Jains did become fully socialised, to the extent
that they needed their own priests and life-cycle rites, as happened with the Digambara
Jains from the ninth century, with the Śvetāmbara Jains from the fifteenth, and with
the Newar Buddhists of the Kathmandu valley from about the same period, they
simply took over the Vaidika rites and substituted non-Vaidika mantras.
As for the law, that always remained Vaidika, being administered by kings or their
representatives with the help of brahmin experts who were to follow the ordinances of
the Dharmaśāstras taking into consideration any regional practices and conventions
of castes, religious orders, guilds and the like that did not contradict those ordinances.
None of the non-Vaidika traditions aspired to produce anything in its place. It was
enough that they should be suﬃciently influential in society and the court to render
inoperative the one Vaidika injunction that could disadvantage them, namely the
statement of the Dharmaśāstra of Manu that kings should expel all non-Vaidikas
(pās. an. dina
. h)
. from their kingdoms. This rule was invoked at certain times, but only
in the case of very extreme sects. While the strict religious view was that the only
valid precepts were those that were rooted in the Veda (vedamūlah),
. that drew their
authority from that source, the socio-legal view was that a religion was valid if it was
long established and did not threaten the Vaidika order of castes (varnadharma
h)
.
. and
stages of life (āśramadharmah).
.
Let us now turn to Vedism in detail, and first to the Vedism of the vast majority,
that is to say, the religion of Vaidikas living in the social world rather than that of
those outside it as ascetic renouncers. I shall outline what this comprised and then
consider the question of who was qualified and required to observe it, and, in the light
of my answer to that question, assess the distribution of the social and the personal
aspects of religion.
Within this segment of Indian religion were two distinct strata of practice, the
Śrauta and the Smārta, namely ‘that which is taught in the Śruti’ and ‘that which is
taught in the Smr. ti’. The first was an optional domain of special intensity open to
those already in the second. Those who entered it had thenceforth to maintain both
forms of the religion concurrently. The majority, perhaps the overwhelming majority
in our period, chose to remain with the Smārta alone.
Śrauta Vedism comprised nothing but a cycle of regular sacrifices into fire, in
which the oﬀerings were the products of cultivation (havih:
. milk products, particularly
clarified butter, various grains, rice-beer, and various parts of goat or sheep), or, in the
climactic ritual of the cycle, the juice of the Soma plant (probably Ephedra originally,
but in our period various substitutes). After the Agnyādheya ritual, in which a man set
up the three fires required for Śrauta sacrifice, he was bound to institute the following


recurrent sacrifices for the rest of his life, or until he renounced the world:
. the Agnihotra: a brief twice-daily oﬀering of milk in the morning to Sūrya
and Prajāpati and in the evening to Agni and Prajāpati, an oﬀering which, in
the case of a brahmin, could be done by the sacrificer himself and had to be
done by him on the days of the new and full moon, but was otherwise done
by a single oﬃciant (r. tvik) in the presence of the sacrificer (yajamānah)
. or his
(principal) wife, his consort in religion (dharmapatnī); then more complicated
rituals performed by a number of oﬃciants in the presence of the sacrificer and
this wife, namely
. the Darśes. t.i and the Pūrnamāse
s. t.i requiring four oﬃciants: monthly oﬀerings
.
of rice-cakes and butter on the day after the new moon day (darśes. t.ih)
. to Agni
and the dual deity Indra-and-Agni, and on the day after the full moon day
(pūrnamāse
s. t.ih)
.
. to Agni and Agni-and-Soma, with oﬀerings to the sacrificer’s
paternal ancestors (pin. dapit
r. yajñah)
.
. on the new moon day itself,
. the Āgrayane
. s. t.i, requiring four oﬃciants: oﬀerings of the first fruits of the
harvest, of paddy in autumn and of barley in spring, to Indra-Agni, the AllGods (Viśve Devāh)
. and Heaven-and-Earth (Dyāvāpr. thivī),
. the three seasonal Cāturmāsyas, requiring five oﬃciants, which were performed
at four-month intervals, the Vaiśvadeva in spring, the Varunapraghāsa
in the
.
rains, and the Śākamedha in autumn, the last being concluded with oﬀerings
to the sacrificer’s paternal ancestors (pitr. yajñah),
.
. the Paśubandha: the yearly or twice-yearly sacrifice of a goat, and finally
. the climactic Soma sacrifice, principally the Agnis. t.oma form, requiring seventeen oﬃciants and occupying several days in spring each year, with () a
Sautrāmani
. sacrifice to be performed with six oﬃciants within the following
twelve-month, in which rice-beer (surā), milk and animal sacrifices were oﬀered
to the Aśvins, Sarasvatī and Indra. The Soma sacrifice might be intensified
by an Agnicayana: throughout the preceding year a huge and complex altar
(agnih)
. of bricks was built and consecrated to receive the sacrificial fire on its
centre before the Soma ceremonies began. Just as the Agnicayana is the highest
form of Śrauta sacrifice, so its altar is the principal focus of metaphysical and
soteriological doctrine in the Śruti’s exegesis of its rites.
To be qualified to set up the three Śrauta fires and so to enter this cycle of sacrifices
a man had already to have been practising the rituals laid down in the Smārta domain


of Vedism. He had to have set up the single Smārta or domestic fire (smārtāgnih,
.
gr. hyāgnih)
. within his home and to have been oﬀering the Smārta sacrifices in it.
These were much less elaborate aﬀairs than the Śrauta sacrifices and were done either
by the sacrificer himself or with the help of two oﬃciants, one (the kartā) who did
everything for his client (yajamānah)
. except certain crucial actions, and the other a
‘silent’ supervisor (the brahmā), whose function was to intervene with instructions if
necessary. The rituals of Smārta Vedism were the following:
. a series of sacrifices running parallel to the Śrauta programme up to and including the Āgrayanas
. and consisting of oﬀerings in the domestic fire to the deities
of those sacrifices; four seasonal sacrifices in the domestic fire on full-moon days
(Śrāvanī,
is roughly parallel to the
. Āśvayujī, Āgrahāyanī
. and Phālgunī)—this
.
Śrauta Cāturmāsyas—; and similar sacrifices in connection with such events in
the agricultural calendar as ploughing, sowing seed and harvesting;
. a large number of non-calendrical rituals performed if the occasion for them
should arise, such as sacrifices to ward oﬀ planetary influences (grahayajñah,
.
naks. atrayajñah)
. and other dangers (śāntihomah),
. or to sanctify constructions
(pratis. t.hāhomah)
. such as houses, wells or bridges;
. regular and calendrical Śrāddha rituals for honouring the patrilineal ancestors;
. the performance of the life-cycle rites (samskāra
h)
.
. for one’s children, namely
(in the procedure of the Kāt.hakagr. hyasūtram, which was followed in Kashmir)
(a) the rite to ensure conception (garbhādhānam, bījavāpanam);
(b) the parting of the pregnant wife’s hair (sīmantonnayanam) in the third
month after conception, believed to purify the womb for the benefit of
the embryo;
(c) the rite to make the embryo male (pumsavanam)
in the sixth month or
.
the eighth;
(d) the rite to assist the mother to give birth when she is near her time
(sos. yantīkarma);
(e) the sacrifice at birth (jātakarma),
(f) the name-giving (nāmakaranam)
on the eleventh day after birth;
.
(g) the rites of taking the infant outside the house to see the sun and the moon
(nis. kramanam:
sūryadarśanam, candradarśanam) in the third month;
.
(h) the rite of giving the first solid food (annaprāśanam) in the sixth month;


(i) the tonsure (cūdākarma)
towards the end of the third year;
.
(j) the investiture (upanayanam) that initiates a boy’s period of celibate
studentship in the Vedas (in any year from the seventh to the sixteenth
year for a brahmin, from the ninth to the twenty-second for a Ks. atriya,
and from the eleventh to the twenty-fourth for a Vaiśya);
(k) the five sacrifices that initiate the observances (vratam) adopted for the
diﬀerent stages of the student’s study of the Veda (a. traividyakavratam; b.
cāturhotr. kavratam; c. pravargyavratam; d. ārunavratam;
and e. aupanis. a.
davratam);
(l) the ceremony of bathing and tonsure (godānam, keśāntah)
. that frees the
student and enables him to marry;
(m) marriage itself (vivāhah),
. preceded in the case of a daughter by (a) a
hair-parting rite (sat.oddharanam
[=sīmantonnayanam]) before she is pro.
mised, (b) a sacrifice to Indrānī
. on the day that she is promised, and (c)
a version of the celibacy-ending ceremony (godānam) but without the
shaving of the hair; and, finally, (xix) the cremation of one’s parents and
others in one’s household (antyes. t.ih);
.
. the Vaiśvadeva sacrifice, a daily or twice-daily ritual preceding the family meals,
in which part of the prepared food is sacrificed in the fire to various Śrauta gods
including the All-Gods (viśve devāh)—hence
the name of the sacrifice— and
.
other portions are oﬀered outside the fire first to the Beings (bhūtāni), namely
various minor deities around the hearth, in the kitchen implements, and in the
parts of the house, and then to the ancestors (paternal and maternal). Finally
food must be given to any uninvited guests (atithayah)
. or mendicant ascetics
(bhiks. avah);
.
. the daily recitation of some part of the Veda. This, the Vaiśvadeva sacrifice, and
the ancillary feeding of guests comprise the five Great Oﬀerings (mahāyajñāh):
.
to the Beings (bhūtayajñah),
. the ancestors (pitr. yajñah),
. the gods (devayajñah),
.
men (manus. yayajñah),
. and the Veda (brahmayajñah).
. The Vaiśvadeva consists
of the first three; and the fourth is the feeding of guests and ascetics that follows
it. The fifth, the oﬀering to the Veda, is this daily recitation of parts of the Śruti;
. samdhyopāsanam:
the veneration (upāsanam) of the sun at the three junctures
.
(samdhyā)
of
the
day
preceded by a lustral immersion (snānam): the casting up
.
of water to the sun (sūryopasthānam) at dawn, noon and sunset accompanied
and followed by the recitation (japah)
. of the Gāyatrī mantra;


. tarpanam:
the pouring of libations of water to the gods (devāh),
.
. sages (r. s. ayah)
.
and ancestors (pitarah);
.
. devapūjā: the daily devotional worship (pūjā) of non-Śrauta Gods, principally
Vis. nu,
. Śiva, his consort Gaurī, Śiva and Gaurī as one (Gaurīśvara, Ardhanārīśvara), the goddess Durgā, Brahmā, or Sūrya (the Sun). The worship could
be carried out at a temple or, preferably, in a private shrine within the home,
where the deities were summoned into idols kept there for this purpose. If
there were no idols the deities could be summoned into a vase (kalaśah)
. filled
with scented water, or on to a throne-diagram (man. dalam)
drawn on a raised
.
platform (vedih)
or
the
ground.
If
a
man
had
neither
idols
nor
shrine, he could
.
worship on the bank of a river after the purifying immersion (snānam) that
always precedes this rite. In outline the Pūjā was as follows. The worshipper
summoned the deity (āvāhanam) by reciting verses that describe its iconic form
and request it to be present. Then, treating it as though it were an honoured
guest that has just entered his home, he presented it with water for its feet
(pādyam), water to drink (arghyamm), and water for purification (ācamanam),
washed it with various substances (snānam), collected the run-oﬀ (“the water
from its feet” [caranodakam]),
anointed the idol (anulepanam), chanted a hymn
.
of praise (stotram), gave it fresh garments and a sacred thread (upavītam),
daubed it with a fragrant powder (gandhah),
. gave it flowers, burning incense
and a lighted lamp, fanned it with a chowrie (cāmarah)
. while chanting a hymn,
gave it an umbrella to shade it (chatram), held up a mirror (ādarśah)
. to its
face, oﬀered it a dish of sweetened yoghurt (madhuparkah)
and
a
handfu.
ll of flowers (pus. pāñjalih),
. circumambulated it, prostrated himself before it
(as. t.āṅgapranāma
h),
gave
the deity leave to depart (visarjanam), and then drank
.
.
“the water from its feet”.
. the same form of worship oﬀered to the tutelary deity of the patrilineage
(kuladevatā), most commonly a localised form of the martial Goddess Durgā
or Can. dī.
. This deity could be included in the daily devapūjā just described;
but the general practice was to worship it (oneself or through an oﬃciant) on
the day of its annual festival, on the occasion of major life-cycle rites such as
marriage, and for personal favours such as the birth of a son or the averting of
danger. Kings and others with the necessary resources might build their own
private temples for their lineage deities. However, for those with the appropriate
Tantric initiation (dīks. ā) the worship of the tutelary goddess would be Tantric
rather than Vaidika.
The outline of the daily schedule of an observant Vaidika was as follows. Waking
before dawn he was to meditate on his chosen deity or deities (prātahsmara
nam),
.
.


dress, leave his house to attend to the needs of nature (śaucam), and then go to
a river, the water-tank of a temple (devakhātam), or a lake. Having tied up his
topknot (śikhābandhah),
. he was to squat with his arms between his knees, and holding
blades of darbha grass in each hand he was to drink water thrice from his right hand
(ācamanam), wipe his mouth twice, touch his mouth nostrils, eyes, ears, navel, heart,
head and arms with water (upasparśanam), clean his teeth with a twig, and bathe
by immersing himself fully (snānam) while meditating on the mantra known as the
Eﬀacer of Sins (aghamars. anasūktam).
Still standing in the water, he was to throw
.
water from his cupped hands into the air three times, first to the gods (facing east),
then to the sages (facing north), and finally to the ancestors (facing south), come up
out of the water, and wring out his garment on the bank (vastrapīdanam)
as a libation
.
to those of his clan (gotram) without sons to do the Śrāddhas for them. He was then
to dress and do the dawn sandhyopāsanam: having purified himself internally by
doing the breathing exercise (prānāyāma
h)
.
. while meditating on the Gāyatrī mantra,
he was to sprinkle water on his feet, head and shoulders, drink water from his hand
again, breath out his sins into a handful of water (pāpapurus. anirasanam), cast it
from him, take water in his cupped hands, throw it up towards approaching sun
(sūryopasthānam), and then silently repeat the Gāyatrīmantra until the sun was rising
(gāyatrījapah).
. He was then to return home to oﬀer the dawn sacrifice to his fires
and/or fire (prātarhomah).
. During the morning he was to study or teach the Veda
(the first and optional brahmayajñah)
. and then attend to worldly matters.
Towards noon he was to repeat the sandhyopāsanam with its preliminary bath,
repeat portions of the Veda (brahmayajñah),
from his
. pour libations (tarpanam)
.
fingers to the gods, the ancestors and the sages, wring out his wet garment, then
return home to worship his chosen deity or deities in his shrine or do it there by the
river bank. When his devapūjā was completed and his wife had announced that the
food for the midday meal was ready he was to oﬀer the Vaiśvadeva, thus venerating
the gods (devayajñah),
. the Beings (bhūtayajñah)
. and his ancestors (pitr. yajñah),
. feed
any uninvited guests or mendicants (manus. yayajñah),
. and then, after his family and
dependents had eaten, take his meal himself, in silence and alone. The afternoon, like
the morning, was to be devoted to study or teaching and secular matters.
As the sun went down he was to do the third sandhyopāsanam, make the evening
oﬀerings to his fire or fires (sāyamhoma
h),
.
. perform the Vaiśvadeva (or have it oﬀered
without mantras by his wife), eat again and retire to bed. His wife, who had risen
before him, was to retire after him, after doing obeisance to his feet. Reproduction was
a duty; but celibacy was advocated outside the sixteen days during which a woman
was considered able to conceive; and it was imposed within that period during the
first four days (menstruation), the eleventh and the thirteenth, and at any time on the
days of the new and full moon, the eighth and fourteenth of each lunar fortnight, or


the many other days of the year marked by special observances (vratam). The sexual
act, when permitted, was to open and culminate with the husband’s reciting a short
mantra. This was the first of the life-cycle rites (garbhādhānam) in case of conception.
A man was to sleep with his head to the south, after reciting the Veda’s Hymn to
Night (rātrisūktam) and meditating on his personal deity (is. t.adevatā).
In addition to the regular and incidental sacrifices mentioned above, which had
to be accommodated within this daily schedule, was a variable but generally large
number of optional fortnightly, monthly or annual observances (vratam) in honour
of non-Śrauta deities, marked by fasting (upavāsah)
. on the preceding day, by worship
(pūjā), long sacrifices into the fire (agnikārya, homah),
during
. and a vigil (jāgaranam)
.
the preceding evening and night, and by worship the next morning, followed by
the Vaiśvadeva and other regular duties. Notable are observances for Vis. nu
. on the
eleventh to twelfth of each fortnight, and for Śiva on the thirteenth to fourteenth of
the dark fortnight; and, annually, observances for Sarasvatī on the fourth to fifth of the
dark fortnight of Vaiśākha, for Ganeśa
on the thirteenth to fourteenth of the bright
.
fortnight of Vaiśākha and the third to fourth of the bright fortnight of Bhādrapāda, for
Skanda on the fifth to sixth of the bright fortnight, for Kr. s. na
. on the seventh to eighth
of the same fortnight and on the eleventh to twelfth of the bright fornight of Māgha,
for Ananta on the thirteenth to fourteenth of the bright fortnight of Bhādrapāda, for
Durgā on the seventh to eighth of the bright fortnight of Caitra at the beginning of the
year and on the same days in Āśvina at the end of the rains, followed in the second case
by worship of the Nine Durgās on the ninth (Mahānavamī) and public ceremonies to
mark the opening of the military season (Daśaharā or Vijayadaśamī), and for Śiva at
the end of winter on the thirteenth to fourteenth in the dark fortnight of Phālguna (the
Night of Śiva” [śivarātrih]).
. In Kashmir this was the principal festival for the majority
of the population. The ceremonies around it extended from the eleventh to the new
moon. Homes were spring-cleaned on the days from the first to the eighth before it;
on the eighth married women went to their parental households and returned to their
conjugal households on the ninth or tenth bearing gifts from their parents; lavish
gifts were given to daughter-in-laws by fathers-in-law on the tenth and the authority
of elders joyously suspended in ritual gambling with cowrie shells between parents
and children. The preparatory rituals performed from the eleventh to the thirteenth
in which the ferocious tutelary Bhairavas were worshipped, were followed by family
feasts, though on the thirteenth the head of the household was fasting. At midday on
the fourteenth, after the nocturnal worship of Śiva and his consort on the thirteenth,
the main family feast occurred, in which the head of the household, who had been
fasting on the thirteenth, joined his family. After it women gathered in public to dance
and sing together. On this day the potter, the barber, the carpenter and other Śūdras
that provided services to the household would would visit their high-caste clients to


be rewarded with gifts. In the week after the concluding rites on the evening of the
new moon day people would send each other gifts of portions of the walnuts and
bread consecrated during the main worship on the night of the thirteenth.
There were many other calendrical Pūjās and Śrāddhas occupying single days.
There were also annual, seasonal or occasional pilgrimages (tīrthayātrā), mostly to
local shrines of deities on their holy days or fairs (utsavah).
. Every deity had a day or
days of the month sacred to it and whatever the month the fair of a deity considered
to be its emanation, aspect or embodiment would occur on that day. The biggest
fairs would coincide with the second day of the major observances just mentioned:
for example, there were fairs in Kashmir at the shrine of the Goddess Mahārājñī on
both Durgās. t.amīs, and at the shrine of Śārikā on Mahānavamī. Pilgrims would bathe
and do a simple Pūjā at the shrine, and present an oﬀering of the deity’s preferred
food (balih),
and the
. vegetarian in the case of Śiva, Vis. nu,
. Laks. mī, Sūrya, Ganeśa
.
like, usually fish and meat in the case of a goddess or Bhairava. They might also
perform Śrāddhas and make donations; and they would sometimes undertake ascetic
observances (vrata) at the temple in the hope of a cure or the granting of a boon such as
the birth of a son, sleeping on the ground on Darbha grass (Saccharum cylindricum),
fasting and singing hymns of praise to the deity. There are many instances of this kind
of desiderative practice in the Kathāsaritsāgarah.
. Śrāddhas, donations and ascetic
observances are particularly recommended when the day sacred to the deity falls on
a certain day of the week, or at some special time such as an eclipse of the son, an
equinox or a solstice. On an ordinary month-day sacred to a deity devotees would
commonly visit the temple for darśanam, simply to be seen by the god (√dr. ś ‘to
see’) and to return with its blessing. It was also common practice for the infirm and
the world-weary to go or be taken to the precincts of a temple of the deity of their
devotion in the belief that by dying there they would go to the world (lokah)
. of their
god. Near some shrines of Śiva and/or the Goddess there were places to which one
could climb or be carried in order to throw oneself to a blessed death. Towards the
end of the Kathāsaritsāgarah. the hero’s aged father, the King of Vatsa, chooses to die
in this way: along with his two queens and his ministers he hurls himself from a cliﬀ
on Śiva’s sacred mountain Kālañjara (XVI, .-).
Pilgrimages to the holy river Ganges, to distant shrines of pan-Indian fame, or
to a series of such sites, were sometimes undertaken, particularly to expiate a sin or
to end one’s life. In the Kathāsaritsāgara Suraks. ita is sent by his king on pilgrimage
to the sacred sites of Kashmir and its holy river Vitastā to expiate the sin of killing a
brahmin (VII, .-).
Then there was the meritorious activity of donation (dānam), the ritualised giving
of cows, gold, provisions, manuscripts of sacred texts, land or other valuables, often
as the termination of observances such as those just mentioned, at the end of a pilgri

mage, a seasonal Smārta sacrifice, a life-cycle rite, or at other auspicious times. Only
brahmins were fitting recipients and among them only those who were considered to
be rich both in learning (vidyā) and austerity (tapah).
. Giving to such brahmins was
like making oﬀerings to the gods or ancestors. It was a sacrificial act bringing about a
supramundane benefit rather than an exercise of virtue.
The most meritorious of these acts was to make over lands in perpetuity. This
was a gift of kings, and it is clear from the countless records of such landgrants that
it was important to Indian sovereigns as a means of establishing the legitimacy of
their power. It was also the principal means by which the influence of Vedism was
extended throughout India and beyond it to south-east Asia. Kings in regions beyond
or once beyond the territory deemed fit for the performance of sacrifices (yajñiyo
deśah)
. sought to remove the taint or suspicion of barbarism by importing groups of
orthodox brahmins and granting them lands (agrahārah).
.
The higher the status of the receiver the greater the merit earned. On the other
hand to receive a gift was a mixed blessing; for it was believed that by doing so one took
on some of the giver’s sin, who thus gained merit at one’s expense. Where a learned
and ascetic brahmin condescended to receive a single gift, such as an agrahārah. from
a king, the social disadvantage was surely insignificant. But to receive habitually or
professionally was another matter. At the end of the Pūjā concluding an observance
(vratam), and in others besides, the worshipper needed brahmins to whom he could
give each of the numerous vases (kalaśāh)
. that had located the secondary deities. He
handed over each with additional gifts, addressing the recipient as the embodiment
of the deity installed in it. He then gave the principal vase with a gold coin to the
oﬃciating brahmin. To receive such gifts was inseparable from the role of a priest; and
priests, therefore, formed a separate and inferior community with whom non-priestly
brahmins would not intermarry.
Surely, then, the process would have been self-defeating, because any priest prepared to accept these gifts would soon have been demeaned to the point at which he
would no longer be a suitable recipient, since receivers must be superior to givers. The
dilemma is resolved by the notion that brahmins by their very birth, regardless of the
degree of their learning and asceticism, have a greater capacity to resist impurity than
others, provided, of course, that they do not fail to go through the appropriate rites of
passage and maintain their obligatory duties. They are, as it were, born receivers. This
innate capacity is evident from the rules concerning the period for which a person is
considered impure after the death of a member of the patrilineage. In ascending order
of caste-classes (varnā
. h)
. these periods were thirty days for a Śūdra, fifteen for a Vaiśya,
twelve for a Ks. atriya, and ten for a brahmin. Some have found this sequence illogical,
arguing that brahmins should have the longest and Śūdras the shortest periods, since
the higher the level of purity to be maintained the longer it should take to return to it;


and it has been suggested, therefore, that the brahmins have simply turned the system
on its head for their own convenience. But the principle in these rules is rather that the
higher up the hierarchy of caste-classes one is born the greater one’s capacity to resist
pollution. One can throw this birthright away by falling below the lowest permitted
level of orthopraxy, but one can also add to it by increasing one’s sanctity through
exceptional learning in the Veda (vidyā) and by taking on Śrauta duties in addition
to the Smārta. For additional rules specify that the periods of thirty and ten days for
Śūdras and brahmins respectively apply only to those of average quality. For a pious
Śūdra it is only fifteen days. For a brahmin learned in the Veda it is five days, and for
one who has also installed the Śrauta fires it is only three. So the religious justification
for giving land only to exemplary brahmins is that this produces the greatest benefit
for the giver with the smallest disadvantage to the receiver; and priests, who receive
gifts as a regular part of their profession, though they are demeaned to the point
that other brahmins will not intermarry with them, do not fall to the point that
their brahminness is in question. At the very edge of this arrangement are those
despised brahmins who accepted gifts not as the gods of ordinary rites but as the
deceased in the postmortuary rite of the eleventh day which brings to an end to the
period of the impurity cause by the death. Priests are inferior to non-priests, funerary
priests (yamabrāhmana
. h)
. to non-funerary priests, and the priests of the eleventh day
(pretabrāhmanah,
. mahābrāhmana
. h)
. to all.
Finally, there were certain other meritorious and prestigious activities which though not dānam in the technical sense were forms of giving or endowment: constructing
public facilities (pratis. t.hā) such as wells, reservoirs, bridges, and hospices (mat.hāh),
.
planting trees and gardens, and most importantly establishing (pratis. t.hā) idols and
temples to enshrine them. The consecrated idol took the name of the donor (or after an
individual nominated by the donor) as the first half of its name, the second indicating
only that it was a Śiva (-īśvarah),
. a Goddess (-śrīh),
. or a Vis. nu
. or Sūrya (-svāmī), and
this individualisation enabled it to be treated as a juristic person, so that it could own
property (devasvam, devottaram) in the form of lands and other valuables gifted to
fund its worship, and defend its legal rights through an oﬃcer of its temple. Again
the majority of consecrations and associated endowments were the work of kings; but
lesser individuals and corporations could add to the original endowment for specific
purposes.
The various forms of religious activity detailed above are divided by the learned
into sacrificial acts (is. t.am) and non-sacrificial acts (pūrtam), where the former are
all oﬀerings in which the recipients are gods, ancestors or sages, and the latter are
donations, foundations and charitable endowments, in which the recipients are venerable brahmins or deities in their worldly character as persons in law. All Vaidika
religion, then, is the relinquishing of something that is one’s own (svadravyatyāgah)
.


in the faith that this will lead to mundane or supramundane rewards. The principal
act (pradhānam) in all these procedures is the surrender of ownership (utsargah)
. with
the formula “This is no longer mine; it is X’s.” Thus, as the Smr. ti of Yājñavalkya puts
it, all Vedism (dharmah)
. is giving one’s own to a proper recipient, in a pure place, at
an auspicious time, with the right ritual, and with faith that this is the means to one’s
ultimate good.
This definition is useful, because it shows how the apparently disparate domains
of the sacrificial (is. t.am) and the non-sacrificial (pūrtam) were seen as two aspects
of a single technique. But I have another reason for mentioning it, and that is to
bring forward a more fundamental disunity within the nature of the religion we
have reviewed. For the definition, while technically correct, is ideologically biased.
It comes out of a formalistic perspective in which religion was entirely a matter of
conformity to rules. In this view the only transcendental truths conveyed by the Veda
are statements that a person of this or that category should do this or that ritual.
The Veda, it was argued, conveys no information but what motivates or enables
conformity to these injunctions. Thus it teaches the existence of an eternal self within
the sacrificer, because one needs to believe in such an entity if one is to sacrifice in the
hope of benefits beyond the grave. But it does not teach the existence of a God who
creates the world and rewards souls for their religious acts. The supposed proofs of the
existence of such a being are invalid; and to teach it would be more than irrelevant in
a religion of rites, for it would undermine that religion by implying that the success
of rites depends on something more than their correct execution by autonomous
agents. There is the world, there are souls, and there is the Veda instructing souls in
their duty (dharmah).
. All three are self-existent, uncreated and indestructible. There
may be passages in Vaidika texts that speak of an omniscient being who creates and
destroys the world in cycles through eternity, and recreates the Veda in every aeon,
but these statements must be read in the context of the body of injunctions that is the
Veda’s only literal truth: they must be construed as allegories of the causal processes
that operate in ritual.
This atheistic doctrine corresponded well to the mentality that informed the
performance of part of what I have described. The deities in the core of the Smārta
rites, that is to say, the sacrifices in fire that run parallel to the Śrauta, the sacrifices in
the life-cycle rites, and the Śrāddhas (all, in fact, that is taught in the early manuals
of domestic ritual [the Gr. hyasūtras]), are the same as those of the ancient Śrauta
sacrifices, and by the Christian era, and perhaps much earlier, these deities had lost
all reality for the sacrificer outside the rituals in which he invoked them: they were
merely names uttered as part of meritorious performances. But the worship of the
non-Śrauta gods in the daily devapūjā, the many calendrical observances (vratam)
and pilgrimages (yātrā) in their honour, the periodic, incidental and desiderative


worship of patrilineage deities (kuladevatā), and the meditations that begin and end
the day, all this was another matter. Here the deities were placated with devotion
(bhaktih)
. as the supreme being, omniscient and omnipotent, the granter of all boons
and the saviour of souls.
How, then, did those who propagated the ritualistic and atheistic view of Vedism
reconcile this view with the existence of the theistic and devotional element in Smārta
observance? The answer is that they did not. Devotionalism was an innovation which
they rejected. It is not to be seen in the early manuals of domestic ritual but only in
their later Supplements (pariśis. t.āni), and it is nowhere mentioned in the earliest and
most authoritative of the Smr. tis, the Dharmaśāstra of Manu, which was composed
around the beginning of our era. To find it one must turn to the Purānas,
the
.
secondary authorities within Smr. ti, and to the Dharmaśāstra of Yājñavalkya composed
some three hundred years later than Manu’s. There was nothing, therefore, which
compelled its acceptance. Those who held the atheistic view were simply conservatives
who confined their Vedism within its ancient boundaries, that is to say, the solemn and
domestic sacrifices with their common pantheon of Śrauta deities. When indigenous
sources wish to distinguish these two areas of Vedism they refer to the devotional
practices as Paurānika
and reserve the term Vaidika (“taught
. (“taught in the Purānas”)
.
in the Veda [proper]”) for the undisputed practices of the older tradition.
For these conservatives, of course, the Śrauta sacrifices were of paramount importance. The Smārta rituals were merely an adjunct to the Śrauta, a lesser domain
preparatory to the more intense life of sacrifice culminating in the Agnicayana. Their
voice in our period is preserved in the learned literature of Vedic hermeneutics
known as the Mīmāmsā,
whose prime concern is precisely the interpretation of the
.
injunctions bearing on these sacrifices. Its view of the Smārta domain is expressed in
the more conservative commentators on the Dharmaśāstras of Manu and Yājñavalkya,
notably in those of the great Medhātithi and his near contemporary Viśvarūpa.
On the other hand were those for whom the zone of intensity in Vedism was not
the Śrauta sacrifices but this element of theistic devotion to one or other of the nonŚrauta gods. The older stratum of their religion, therefore, tended to be confined to the
Smārta; and the disjunction between the elements of this stratum and their devotional
observances overlooked or minimised by the devices of framing and insertion. Thus
the ritual day was made to begin and end with meditations on one’s personal deity; the
Purānas
. that authorised one’s devotion could dominate the daily reading of scripture;
the repetition of the Gāyatrīmantra in the midday sandhyopāsanam could be followed
by repetitions of the mantras used in one’s devotional worship; oﬀerings to one’s deity
and his emanations could be inserted at the head of the oﬀerings to the gods in the
Vaiśvadeva; and in the “worship of men” (manus. yayajñah)
. that preceded one’s meals,
one could feed mendicants and others who shared one’s devotion. This integration


could be reinforced by the doctrine that the Veda was created by one’s chosen deity
and that conformity with its ordinances was therefore an expression of that devotion.
But the inculcation of that attitude is particularly associated with the devotees of
Vis. nu,
. who were generally the most eager to be seen as thoroughly Vaidika. The
devotees of Śiva, while insisting that their God is the author of all revelation, tended
rather to cultivate the awareness that the devotional and non-devotional aspects of
their religion were distinct and hierarchically ordered. Devotion to Śiva, even within
Vedism, always involved to some extent the sense that one was above and beyond the
religion of the herd.
Between the conservative Vaidikas who held aloof from devapūjā altogether and
these devotees whose devapūjā was directed exclusively to Vis. nu,
. Śiva or some other
god, there were others who minimised the disjunction between ritualism and devotionalism by practising a form of devapūjā in which they worshipped several non-Śrauta
deities at once: Brahmā, Vis. nu
. and Śiva; Brahmā, Vis. nu,
. Śiva and Sūrya; those,
the Goddess (Gaurī/Durgā), and the patrilineage’s tutelary deity (kuladevatā); or, in
a series of five that became standard in later centuries, Vis. nu,
. Śiva, the Goddess,
the Sun and Ganeśa.
One
of
these
gods
was
always
pre-eminent,
because one idol
.
had to be placed in the central position and worshipped before the others. But
any devotionalism that might subsist through this arrangement was policed by an
anti-devotional theology based on the Upanis. adic division of the Śruti, a theology
which required the orthodox to see the deities as the interchangeable personifications
of an impersonal Absolute (brahma, paramātmā). This position while having the
appearance of a compromise between the non-devotional and devotional extremes,
was really the former colonising and ultimately assimilating the latter. So what we have
is a dichotomy between exclusive devotionalism on the one hand and conservative
strategies against it on the other. We will consider the social distribution of the
devotional and non-devotional forms of Vedism when we come to consider the
participants in the religion.
Before doing that let us consider the anchoretic aspects of Vedism, that is to
say, the religion of those who had renounced life in the family. The contentious
issue of devotionalism apart, the religious life I have outlined was followed by the
overwhelming majority of Vaidikas. One would pass through the life-cycle rites up
to the investiture (upanayanam) that qualified one to become a celibate student
of the Veda (a brahmacārī), one would study the Vedas with the required ascetic
observances (vedavratam)—in earnest and over many years, or nominally and in a
matter of hours—marry, and then spend the rest of one’s life observing with greater
or less strictness the religious rites I have described. But not all went right through
this process, and there were some who went beyond it. In the first place there were
nais. t.hikāh,
. men who after investiture spent their whole lives in the household of their


teacher in the pre-marital state of celibate studentship. In the second there were men
who married and observed the duties of a Vaidika householder, but later renounced
this life for an anchoretic form of their religion.
The texts speak of two such forms. In the first a man retired to the forest into a
community of hermits, taking his wife with him or leaving her in the care of his adult
son, and living in a simple hut. As a “forest-dweller” (vānaprasthah)
. he maintained
celibacy but kept his fire or fires; and he would continue to oﬀer the twice-daily
and twice-monthly sacrifices but with the diﬀerence that the oﬀerings would now be
wild (āranya
. h)
. rather than the products of farming (grāmyah)
. which he had oﬀered
as a householder. He wore bark-garments, skins or rags, studied the sacred texts,
refused to accept donations, ate a raw vegetarian diet in the intervals between exacting
penitential fasts, and subjected his person to punishing ascetic observances. When he
was too feeble to maintain his fires he was to give them up by inhaling their essence, so
depositing them within himself. He was then to sustain himself by seeking alms from
the other forest-dwelling hermits in its vicinity or by going as a mendicant to a village.
When he was unable to do even this he was to renounce food and walk due north
until he died (mahāprasthānam), or hurl himself from a precipice (bhr. gupatanam).
In the alternative and more radical form of renunciation (samnyāsa
h)
.
. a man was
to terminate his sacrificial life, either as a householder or as a forest-dwelling ascetic,
by instituting a Śrauta sacrifice to Prajāpati (either non-Somic or the Somic sacrifice
known as the Purus. amedha) in which he was required to give all his property as the
oﬃciants’ sacrificial fee (daks. inā).
. He was then to internalise his fires and go forth
to seek liberation (moks. ah),
devoting
himself to meditation (yogah)
.
. as a solitary
mendicant without fire, living at the foot of trees, indiﬀerent to pleasure and pain,
life and death. He was to shave his head, wear a loin-cloth (kaupīnam) and an ochre
robe (kas. āyam), and carry a water pot (kaman. dalu
. h),
. a piece of wool to filter his
drinking water (pavitram), so as to avoid harming insects, a staﬀ consisting of a single
bamboo cane (ekadan. da
. h)
. of the same height as himself or a triple-staﬀ (tridan. da
. h)
.
made of three such canes, and an alms-bowl. He was enter a village for alms in the
evening and he was to scan the ground as he walked to avoid crushing insects. If he
killed an insect in spite of this he was to bathe and purify himself by the exercise of
breath-suppression (prānāyāma
h).
.
.
This is how the forms of anchoretic observance are described in the Dharmaśāstras.
However, there are reasons to think that practice was somewhat diﬀerent during our
period. Later authorities list the first form, that of life in a forest hermitage, among
practices allowed by scripture but not to be adopted in the present age of the world
(kalivarjyah);
. and it may well be that it was obsolete in our period. And there are
other sources, some of which may go back to our period, which describe samnyāsa
h,
.
.
the second anchoretic observance, in terms that suggest the same conclusion; because


in place of a single form of practice representing the most extreme renunciation we
find a system of four stages in which a person would pass gradually from withdrawl
within the family to living in a hut outside it but still taking food from it, to complete
renunciation of social relations. It appears, then, that the second form of anchoretic
observance has extended itself back towards the world to fill the space vacated by the
intermediate stage of the vānaprasthah.
.
I suggest that the institution of the forest-dwelling hermit disappeared because
it could not be be accommodated comfortably within the terms of the opposition
between the life of rites in the family and the life of knowledge outside it, the
dichotomy which, as we shall see, was at the centre of Vedism in our period. The
forest-dweller does not fit either category: he is outside the territory of the family
but he lives with his wife, albeit in celibacy, and continues to sacrifice. What we
have here is rather a distinction between sacrifice in the village and sacrifice outside
it; and this is an aspect of an ancient opposition between the village and the forest,
the domestic and the wild, which is fundamental to the world-view preserved in
the earliest exegesis of the rules of Śrauta sacrifice. I propose that when the later
opposition became established the earlier opposition lost meaning and the institution
of the forest-dwelling sacrificer which embodied it fell into disuse.
Another anachronism may be the practice of moving to full renunciation through
a Somic Purus. amedha or an ordinary Śrauta sacrifice to Prajāpati. Later texts do
not refer to it. They say only that when a man has decided to renounce the world
he should perform a series of eight postfunerary Śrāddha ceremonies, in the last of
which (the ātmaśrāddham) he indicates that he is dead to the world by including
himself among the recipient ancestors. The attitude of the renouncer in well captured
in this ritual and in the following passage taken from the supplement of a manual
of domestic ceremonies (Bahvr. cagr. hyapariśis. t.am): “Then he says to his sons, friends
and kin, ‘Nobody is mine and I am nobody’s.’ He oﬀers water from his hand saying,
‘I have left behind all desire for sons, for wealth, or the world of men.’ Then he should
cut oﬀ his hair-tuft (śikhā) and cast his sacred thread on to the ground or into water.
Having done this he should face east, raise his arms above his head, declare three
times, ‘I have renounced’, and pour water from his cupped palms with the words ‘To
all creatures I oﬀer peace.’
Concerning the relation between these four estates, those of the student (brahmacārī), the householder (gr. hasthah),
. the forest-dwelling hermit (vānaprasthah)
. and the
solitary renouncer (bhiks. uh,
. parivrājakah,
. yatih),
. there were three diﬀerent doctrines.
At one extreme was the view that the last two were not permissible: once one had
married and installed a fire or fires one was obliged to maintain the cycle of sacrifices
to the end of one’s life. At the other extreme was the view that as soon as a man was
inspired by spiritual insight to throw oﬀ the world he should do so. This insight was


most likely to arise towards the end of life, while a man was married and sacrificing
(in the home or in the forest), but it might arise while he was still a student, and in
that case there was no reason for him to marry. It could not arise before he became
a student, because its precondition was the study of the Upanis. ads, to which, since
they were part of Śruti, he could have no access before his investiture. In the third
view, which compromises between these extremes, renunciation is permissible but
must not be allowed to outweigh the life of the sacrificer to the extent that a man be
permitted to renounce without first having married. He must marry, set up a fire or
fires, perform the required sacrifices, and only when he has reached the third quarter
of his life, and provided that he has a son to continue the patrilineage, is he free to
leave the home. He may go from the home into either form of renunciation, or he
may enter the first and then pass from it to the second.
Underlying these three views are diﬀerent doctrines of the import of the Veda
and the means of liberation. We have seen that for the Mīmāmsaka
ritualists (the
.
prohibitors of renunciation) the Veda was purely injunctive. The religion in that
view was altogether a matter of prescribed observances. Liberation would not be
achieved by the rituals themselves but it could not be achieved if those rituals once
undertaken were ever abandoned. To do that would be to incur sin, and since sin
incurs retribution, that would preclude liberation, which arises only in the absence of
any such causes of further embodiment. Ritual must be maintained, therefore; and
at the same time it must be reduced to those rituals which are obligatory (nityah).
.
Desiderative (kāmyah)
. rituals, that is to say, rituals, or modifications of obligatory
rituals, performed as the means attaining benefits (sons, cattle, long life and the rest)
must be abandoned, since actions undertaken out of desire (kāmah)
. bear karmic fruit,
just like sins; and for the same reason the obligatory rituals themselves must not be
performed for the sake of heaven (svargah)
. but simply because they are enjoined
or, according to others, because one wishes to avoid the sin of omission. The way to
liberation, therefore, is to enter the estate of the married householder and remain there
until death, maintaining one’s obligatory rituals in a spirit of perfect detachment.
Those who allowed renunciation from the stage of studentship claimed that the
Veda taught two truths, a lower truth comprising the rules of the religion of rites (“A
should do X”) and a higher truth taught in the Upanis. ads (the Vedānta[s]), which
bore not on duty but on ultimate reality (paramārthah).
. Liberation could be achieved
only by knowing this higher truth; and the nature of this knowledge was such that
once it had arisen the religion of rites and the estate of the married householder
that it required became irrelevant and dispensable. Faith (śraddhā) in ritual entails,
as the Mīmā
argued, belief in autonomous agents interacting with others in
. msakas
.
an external world; but the ultimate truth is that all plurality (bhedah)
. is illusory, an
appearance produced by a beginningless nescience (avidyā). When a man realises that


there is nothing external to his identity, that what he really is a pure unstructured
consciousness, and that this is all there is, then the injunctive Veda no longer engages
him. The lower Veda, all the Veda, that is, except the Upanis. ads, is not irrelevant
before this knowledge arises; on the contrary, the unmotivated performance of the
rituals it enjoins (the spirituality of the Mīmāmsakas)
was thought to prepare one for
.
liberating knowledge by working on the stock of one’s sins and thereby purifying the
mind until it was capable of the liberating insight that would eliminate the need for
ritual.
The Mīmāmsakas
did not deny that the Upanis. ads were part of Śruti. But they
.
did deny that they taught anything that undermined the great corpus of which they
are a tiny part. They accepted that they are the Veda’s “secret teachings” (rahasyāni)
but preferred to construe them in harmony with the domain of rites. Thus they
admitted that the Upanis. ads teach the Vaidika the nature of his soul, or enjoin the
Vaidika to understand its nature; but this nature, they insisted, must be that of a being
capable of responding to injunctions and performing acts. For this reason passages in
the Upanis. ads which appear to speak of the self in terms inconsistent with ritual, as
inactive, blissful and unrelated (“one”), must not be taken literally.
Those who accepted renunciation but confined it to the last part of life did not
diﬀer substantially from those who allowed it from the stage of studentship. They too
divided the Śruti into separate domains, one bearing on the religion of men in the
world and the other, the Upanis. ads, containing the knowledge to be realised outside
it. For both there was Vedism for rewards (either mundane or heaven) and Vedism for
liberation; both accepted that the latter is confined to the estate of the full renouncer;
and both agreed that the way from the religion of merit to that of the religion of
knowledge lies in behaving within the former as though one were already in the latter,
that is to say, by reducing one’s rituals to the obligatory and performing them with
the indiﬀerence to rewards that characterises the renouncer.
The Mīmāmsakas,
though they stood against these two in their view of permissible
.
behaviour, stood with them in this respect. For they too accepted that the way to
liberation is to cultivate the values of the renouncer within the domain of rites. It
is just that they insisted that the goal can and must be achieved without leaving
that domain. Indeed the illusionism of the renunciationists and the ritualism of the
Mīmāmsakas
have this in common, that both are views that turn away from worldly
.
religion with its devotional and desiderative bias to construct domains of heightened
sanctity within Śrauta Vedism. In this perspective the opposition is not between the
Mīmāmsakas
and both groups of renunciationists but between the Mīmāmsakas
and
.
.
the illusionist renunciationists on the one hand and the moderate renunciationists on
the other. For though, as we have seen, the moderate view shares their soteriological
perspectives, it is unlike them in that it is concerned to accommodate the whole


religion, and in this the devotional and desiderative elements rejected by the Śrauta
purists are the principal substance, the primary realities.
Let us now consider the participants in Vedism. In the first place Vedism was
fully accessible only to male members of the high-status castes, that is to say, to
those accepted as ranking within the three highest caste-classes (varnā
. h):
. brahmins,
Ks. atriyas and Vaiśyas. This was because participation was empowered by performative
utterances (mantrāh)
. extracted from the Śruti, and neither women of any caste nor
men of the lower castes, were permitted to use them, because they were excluded
from the ritual of investiture (upanayanam) that alone gave access to the Śruti. Women
participated in the sacrificial rituals of the high castes only in as much as their husbands
needed living spouses to be qualified to perform them. A wife might take the place of
her husband in the Agnihotra, the twice-daily oﬀering of milk to the fire, but she then
had to have a brahmin oﬃciant to assist her, because the rite involved mantras; and she
could oﬀer the evening Vaiśvadeva, but only without mantras. Areas of religious life
open to women were all outside this sacrificial domain. Women performed various
ancillary rites in marriage and other life-cycle rituals, rites about whose details the
learned sources are largely silent, mentioning them briefly in passing as customs of
the caste (jātyācārah),
. the region (deśācārah),
. or the family (kulācārah).
. Apart from
these their main religious activities were oﬀering minor calendrical Pūjās, such as
those to Ganeśa
and the Moon (Candra), going to temples to make oﬀerings and
.
obtain blessings, and performing ascetic observances (vratam) for the benefit of their
families, such as the fast undertaken in honour of Skanda on the bright sixth in the
hope of conceiving a son.
A woman would hope to die before her husband, because while he lived she shared
his religious status and would be cremated with the rites of “one with sacrificial fire”
(sāgnikah,
. āhitāgnih).
. If her husband died first she could preserve this status only
by following him on to his pyre (anugamanam). She was an inauspicious being (amaṅgalā), whose duty was to live the rest of her days in celibacy and self-mortification.
She was to shave her head, wear no ornaments, sleep on the ground, eat as little as
possible, and make daily oﬀerings of water and sesame seeds to her departed husband.
A widower could remarry and set up another fire, or, if spiritually ready, renounce the
world.
Let us now consider further the nature and degree of the highcastes’ participation
in Vedism. All brahmins, Ks. atriyas and Vaiśyas who had gone through the life-cycle
rites and married within the rules of caste were qualified to participate actively in
the whole of Vedism, and it is widely believed that while Śrauta duties were optional
or postponable they had to commence their Smārta duties directly by setting up a
domestic fire with embers from the fire used in the marriage ritual. This was not so.
A married man could set up the fire only when he had received his share of the joint


family property and was therefore able to establish a separate household with himself
at its head. The ideal was that this partition would happen along with his marriage,
in which case he could carry out his obligations immediately. But it was more usual
that it should occur much later, either when his father reached old age or, most
commonly, as the consequence of his death, on the day after the consequent period
of impurity. The texts on religious duty mention only immediate partition, or add
delayed partition as a less desirable alternative. They do not tell us how people chose.
But when reading prescriptive texts one is always bound to suspect that people’s choice
in such cases, if choice it was, was the opposite of the preference expressed; and in
this case the suspicion is confirmed by the rules of inheritance (dāyavibhāgah),
. which
everywhere assume that the norm was not the two-generation elementary family
envisaged or advocated by the ritual prescription but the three-generation extended
family of brothers living undivided with their wives under the tutelage of their father
or, occasionally, a four-generation family with two generations of undivided married
agnates.
A sacrificer, then, was not any married man (gr. hasthah),
. but only one who was
the head of his own household (gr. hapatih,
g
r
hasvāmī,
prabhu
h).
. .
. In the case of Śrauta
observances the restriction was even greater; for the head of a household could not
take this step before his eldest brother, nor if his father were still alive. In other
words, even if a son became the head of his own household through partition before
his father’s death, he could not install the Śrauta fires until his generation was the
seniormost, and if there were to be more than one performer of Śrauta sacrifices in
his generation the first had to be the eldest brother.
Now that we have distinguished between the heads of households and the majority
of married men, and realised that the latter, unless remerged, were normally fireless
(niragnikah,
. anāhitāgnih),
. we must end this account of Vedism by considering how
the various elements of non-Śrauta Vaidika practice were distributed between the two
levels in the structure of the extended joint family.
The series of sacrifices running parallel to the Śrauta, the related calendrical
sacrifices, the non-calendrical sacrifices to ward oﬀ danger or sanctify constructions,
the regular and calendrical Śrāddha rituals, and the life-cycle rites, all these were the
domain of the head of the household. So was the worship of the non-Śrauta deities.
It was he that performed the daily devapūjā; it was he that fasted and worshipped
in the periodic observances (vratam); and it was he that worshipped the tutelary
goddess (kuladevatā). From this level of observance we must distinguish the twicedaily Vaiśvadeva sacrifice connected with the preparation and consumption of meals.
This would be done by the head of the family if it was nuclear; but if it was extended
then the head of the household alone would do it only if the family units within the
household were sharing a single hearth for cooking (ekapākah).
. Some authorities did


not approve of undivided married brothers maintaining separate hearths; but even
they admitted that the practice existed. It was not unusual for a homestead to have a
single room for devapūjā and a single sacrificial fire, but as many kitchens as there were
married couples. In that case a separate Vaiśvadeva would be prepared and oﬀered in
each family unit.
Below this level were the daily obligations common to all the married men in the
household regardless of their status. These were the sandhyopāsanam, the pouring of
libations to the gods, sages and ancestors, and the reading of the Veda (brahmayajñah,
.
svādhyāyah).
. In the case of the undivided the sandhyopāsanam would be done only
at dawn and sunset, because the midday performance was an ancillary of the midday
rituals of the patriarch alone.
The undivided, therefore, were latent persons in that they lacked both independence and the religious prestige that is bestowed by setting up the fires and worshipping
the gods. The purpose of the dawn and sunset sandhyopāsanam is humble enough:
it is said that the dawn rite removes the sins of the night and the sunset rite the sins
of the day. Having considered the participants and their roles I end this outline of
India’s basic and pervasive form of religion by asking what is social and what personal
within it. Evidently, if social religion is whatever rites and observances are performed
by persons, or for persons, in their identity as members of a caste or family, and
personal religion is any discipline that a person undertakes in the belief that he is
acting as an individual rather than in his social identity, then the line between the two
in Vedism will lie exactly along that between the domain of rites and the domain of
renunciation.
The religion of the renouncer is unambiguously personal. The eﬀect of his knowledge may be to obliterate all sense of personality; but that is another matter: what, he
would ask, is personality outside relations with others? The relevant considerations
are that he seeks his knowledge by cutting himself oﬀ from all social relations and
obligations, that society accepts that he has done so, and that his action is for himself
alone. If social religion exists here at all it is only to the extent that he can renounce
only from within that religion. It is a necessary, though by no means suﬃcient
condition for entering the path to liberation.
The religion of rites is entirely social in as much as rituals cannot be performed
here except by virtue of the agent’s position in the household and the position of
his household in the hierarchy of castes. Optional rites, those undertaken for some
special benefit, are always social in this sense at least; and they are usually social in a
stronger sense, for while some may benefit the performer alone, the great majority are
performed to benefit the whole household, either directly, as when the purpose is to
ward oﬀ or counteract disease, famine or some other misfortune, or indirectly, since
in the joint extended family the material prosperity of the head of the household is


that of all the coparceners under his tutelage. Obligatory rites are social in the first
sense and another. For they are performed not merely by virtue of a social position
but to create, express, or consolidate it. Indeed they give the appearance of being
performed by individuals as the representatives or embodiments of their households:
the patriarch acts for all. This is particularly obvious on such major calendrical festivals
as the Night of Śiva (Śivarātri), when, as we have seen, the whole household is involved
in observances with and around the patriarch.
How far does this classification of Vedism and its purposes correspond to what
we find in thought about the religion within the religion itself? Only incompletely.
The learned recognised that the religion of the renouncer is personal, but there was
no room in their thinking for the idea of the social in the religion of rites beyond the
notion that it is carried out by individuals in society and as a function of their social
status. They did not articulate the view that this religion is dominated by what is done
for social groups or, one might say, by those groups through their representatives. Are
we then imposing alien concepts on to the data and thereby distorting their meaning?
I believe not. If the category of social action is missing from indigenous theory it is
because thought about religion in our period is driven by the individualism of the
renouncer. In that perspective there was no room for the concept of collective action:
all action was that of monads, who acted for themselves and experienced the results of
their actions without the intervention of any external factor. Society did not exist here:
there was simply a hierarchy of ranks into which souls are incarnated in accordance
with the merit and demerit of their actions, and this hierarchy was set within a greater
hierarchy extending from hell-beings through animals and humans to gods. Those
who neglect religion descend for punishment to the hells before returning once more
through an intermediate incarnation as an animal or untouchable to a qualified caste.
Those who recognise that religion is the means of rising after death and so observe its
ordinances are rewarded by incarnation in the world of Brahmā. But that too is only
temporary: because merit is finite, so is its reward. The way out of this beginningless
and potentially endless system of rewards and punishments is to break away from the
desire that drives it: to cease to act for good or bad and to renounce the world. So seen
in the perspective of this renunciationist doctrine the opposition between the world of
rites and the world of renunciation is one between two kinds of personal religion, one
cognitive and detached for liberation and the other active and desiderative (kāmya)
for the world of Brahmā (brahmalokah).
.
In our period this perspective was so thoroughly established that even the antirenunciationist ritualists could think only in its terms. And it was not just that they
perceived the sacrificer as an unrelated monadic agent. They also superimposed the
values of the renouncer on to ritual action itself. They rejected the renunciationist
view that the world of rites is entirely desiderative and therefore incapable of leading


to liberation. Instead, they transposed this dichotomy into the world of rites by
making it correspond to the non-soteriological distinction between obligatory and
optional observances. They claimed that only optional rites perpetuate the cycle of
incarnations (samsāra
h),
.
. because they are motivated and must therefore be rewarded.
But obligatory rites, provided they are performed without desire for any result, in the
renouncer’s spirit of detached inaction, will not propel the soul towards retribution.
Indeed performing them in this spirit is, as we have seen, the only way to liberation.
There is, therefore, a higher life of ritual, which has the same eﬀect as renunciation
and renders it unnecessary.
The older view, which sacrificed the social agent, but which, since it had no reason
to challenge the institution of the renouncer, had no reason to conceal the worldly,
desiderative character of the world of rites, is clearly stated in the the Dharmaśāstra
of Manu and in the more or less coeval Mahābhāratam, though the Mīmāmsaka
.
perspective of later centuries has tended to gloss over it in the commentarial literature
of our period. However, it was also very much alive in the devotional Purānas,
.
particularly in the main authorities for the devotees of Śiva, the Śivadharmāh. and
Śivadharmottaram. The religion of men in the world is the principal subject of
those still unedited texts, and they present it entirely as a desiderative religion of
merit (punyam).
Those who undertake the rites and observances it prescribes or
.
advocates will achieve a better incarnation, either in this world, typically as a righteous
(dhārmikah)
. monarch or learned brahmin, or in Śiva’s heaven. And the practices of
ascetics are often presented as bestowing no higher reward than the latter. In this
respect they are to be classified from the Dharmaśāstric point of view as equivalent
to practices in the estate of the forest-dwelling hermit rather than in that of the full
renouncer, since those practices being within the domain of rites or at least not clearly
out of it are said by Manu to lead one only to the world of Brahmā.
These devotional Purānas,
then, have escaped the influence of Śrauta exegesis
.
suﬃciently not to have disguised the realities of religious motivation. Might they also
show a great awareness of the social nature of religious action? I believe they do.
For in their prescriptions of observances they declare very frequently not only that the
worshipper or donor will go to the world of Śiva but also that the rewards of his action
will be shared by his family, dependents, ascendants and descendants. A commentator
committed to the perspective of high brahmanical exegesis would automatically
observe that these promises are not meant literally but are only rhetorical praise
(arthavādah).
. But I prefer to see here an unmodified awareness of the social reality
of religion in the world. Not only because the Śivadharmottaram itself forbids the
reader to apply the Mīmāmsā’s
distinction between the literal and the rhetorical
.
(vidhih. and arthavādah)—it
insists
that everything in it is literally true, including
.
its promises of rewards—, but also because there is so much else in our texts that


contradicts the individualistic, renunciationist perspective that dominates systematic
thought in Vedism and yet is in harmony with widely held beliefs; and now I am
speaking not just of the texts of devotion to Śiva but of the whole body of Vaidika
religion. Thus, for example, the influence of the renunciationist is perhaps nowhere
more fundamental than in the doctrine of karma. The essence of this doctrine in
(renunciationist) Vedism, Śaivism, Vais. navism,
Buddhism and later, exegetical Jainism
.
is that it is intention that makes an action into a force leading to retribution for the
doer. Unintentional actions are mere happenings with no karmic consequences. Yet
the practice of Vedism contradicts this rational doctrine. The case of “evil deaths”
(durmaranam)
will suﬃce to illustrate this. If one is killed by an untouchable, by a
.
snake, by a brahmin, by lightning, by a tusked animal, by drowning, or by being
crushed by a vehicle, or if one dies as the result of an infectious disease, or at the
wrong time of the month, it is believed that one will go to hell, and the proof of this
belief is the existence of a ritual (the nārāyanabali
h)
.
. designed to rescue one after a
year has passed. This makes no sense at all in terms of the theory of intention, and
some of the commentators have shown that they were aware of this by making feeble
attempts to moderate the contradiction by arguing that one goes to hell only if one
has provoked one’s slayer. They do not tell us how this is condition will apply in the
case of lightning, disease or the day of the month.
It is not enough, then, to look to the renunciationist, anti-devotional and ritualist
doctrines of Vedism for an explanation of its beliefs. Their source is outside the world
of rites and although they have been widely assimilated and are therefore a real part
of the religious thought of men in the world they cannot serve to clarify the greater
part of what those men in the world were doing. For that one must look instead to
the implications of the actions and interactions that make up that practice. When
one does so one finds that implied beliefs contradict explicit doctrine at every turn.
And because they do so the exegetes whom we might expect to clarify the principles
that govern this world of practice are largely silent when we need them. Instead of
explanations they give us only discussions of rules, options and their application. And
when beliefs are expressed in the texts, then, if these make no sense in terms of the
oﬃcial doctrines, the exegetes dismiss them as rhetorical commentary (arthavādah)
. on
the injunctions (vidhih).
This
device
is
the
very
essence
of
high
brahmanical
thought,
.
for that holds either that the Veda is purely injunctive, so that it contains no doctrines
at all, or that the doctrines it contains have no bearing on active religion. One is
oﬀered doing without knowing or knowing without doing.
This dualism, however, was an active part of the religion we are describing, at
least among brahmins. The ritual agent was at once, or rather in diﬀerent frames
of reference, both a creature of society and an individual holding himself aloof
from it. This ambiguity is well revealed in the structure of qualification within the


household. The higher an individual rose within that hierarchy, the more interactive
and representative of others his observances became. He took on more and more
responsibilities, which involved him in an ever widening network of patronage: as a
performer of Śrauta sacrifices he might be not only the head of his own household
but also the senior representative of a kut.umba, a group of such households; and
as a paterfamilias—consider the example of Śivarātri—he interacted not only with
the transcendental gods, the tutelary goddess, and the ancestors of his patrilineage
but also with the families of his wife and daughters-in-law, and with the various
Śūdras on whose ritual and other services his household depended. At the same
time, however, he was to see himself as rising through these stages in the opposite
direction, from involvement in the mundane towards transcendence. When in the
midst of the feasting and rejoicing household the head withdrew himself to fast and
worship he communicated not only that he was acting on behalf of all but also
that he was doing so by virtue of his greater capacity to transcend the mundane, to
merge himself with Śiva through worship. Transcendence through seniority is also
written into the non-devotional Vaidika system. When the patriarch ascended from
the level of Smārta sacrifices to that of the Śrauta sacrifices he raised himself beyond
the domestic domain into a higher individuality and sanctity. He was an ascetic while
consecrated (dīks. itah)
. for the duration of the sacrifice, and through the Agnicayana
symbolised his translation from the world of desires to that of eternity. Through the
Purus. amedha he could leave that world for ever, or else renounce symbolically and,
like the head of the household rejoining his family for the midday feast after the Night
of Śiva, return with heightened sanctity to the mundane world.
I turn now to the followers of non-Vaidika forms of religion, and first to those
that did not reject the Veda outright, that is to say, to the Śaivas and Vais. navas.
.
As we have seen, both included the Veda within the domain of valid scripture, but
saw the religion it ordained as a lower, mundane observance which the favoured few
could transcend through initiation into the Śaiva or Vais. nava
observances taught in
.
a higher division of revelation. As for their attitude to each other, the Śaivas saw
the Vais. nava
scriptures as revelations intermediate between the Vaidika and their
.
own, whereas the Vais. navas
generally rejected the Śaiva scriptures as works created
.
by God to delude sinners (mohaśāstrāni).
style of social self-assertion
. The Vais. nava
.
has been to claim the status of superior insiders. They saw themselves, and wished to
be seen, as a God-blessed élite more scrupulous in the avoidance of impurity than
the Vaidikas themselves and beyond them spiritually through their access to Vis. nu’s
.
higher teachings. The Śaivas on the other hand preserved throughout our period a
much less ambiguous commitment to the values of transcendence. This orientation
is in keeping with that of Rudra in the Śrauta world. For that deity, with whom the
Śaivas identified their Śiva, is the deity of the outside, a powerful and ruthless being


who must be placated at the edge of the Śrauta sacrifice to protect the ordered world it
symbolises. In stark contrast is the position of Vis. nu
. in the Śruti. There he is identified
with the sacrifice itself, as we are frequently reminded by his devotees in support of
their claim that they are in harmony with Vedism. And though he transcends the
manifest world he also pervades it, so that in the Vais. nava
metaphysics that translates
.
these symbols the whole universe is Vis. nu
embodied.
In
Śaivism, except in certain
.
late forms not relevant in this period, Śiva is a purely spiritual being above the world,
the world itself is of an entirely non-spiritual nature, and the way to Śiva, and thereby
to liberation, is by gradually ascending a ladder of worlds or ontological levels until
one reaches its summit.
Śaivism and Vais. navism
exhibited their transcendence of the mundane religion in
.
diﬀerent ways; and, as we shall see, there were diﬀerences within Śaivism itself; for it
comprised a number of distinct systems of observance, and it was in the manner and
degree of overt transcendence that they diﬀered most significantly. However, both
Vais. navism
and these various forms of Śaivism had certain features in common:
.
. In all one entered through a ritual of initiation (dīks. ā) which consubstantiated
one with the deity and bestowed a new and higher identity marked by an
initiatory name (dīks. ānāma), which replaced or, in the case of householders,
was superimposed on that received in the social religion. There, when a brahmin
instituted a ritual, he was identified by his oﬃciant in the opening formula
of intent (samkalpa
h)
.
. firstly under the name he had received in the post-natal
naming ceremony (nāmakaranam)
and secondly as a member of a certain Gotra
.
of brahmins, that is to say, of a group comprising the married men patrilineally
descended from a mythical founding sage (r. s. ih),
. or, more commonly, a division
of that group, together with their wives, sons and unmarried daughters. A
Ks. atriya or a Vaiśya was assigned the Gotra of the brahmin who was his
hereditary family priest (purohitah);
. and all Śūdras were assigned to the Kāśyapa
Gotra, as were brahmins whose Gotra had been forgotten. Like the name
received in the rite of passage this Gotra membership derived its meaning from
the most unambiguously social level of the exoteric religion; for its primary
function lay in the rules governing marriage alliances: to be qualified through
marriage to participate in the religion as a member of a Gotra a brahmin had
to have married a girl born into a Gotra other than that of his patrilineage
and also, according to some Vaidikas (the Mādhyandinas), other than that
of his mother’s father’s patrilineage (mātāmahagotram). The same applied to
Ks. atriyas and Vaiśyas through the Gotras of their priests. For Śūdras, of course,
this primary function was inoperative: if not, then since all Śūdras are of one
Gotra no Śūdra could marry a Śūdra, which would contradict the fact of caste
endogamy. A Śūdra was assigned a Gotra only to enable him to share the formal


consequence of Gotra membership, namely qualification to institute Vaidika
rituals. One’s name and Gotra, then, were one’s identity as a performer of rites
in the exoteric religion. The Tantric initiate’s transcendence of this identity was
indicated by giving him a name belonging to an aspect of the deity, so that he
was now to be seen more or less literally as its embodiment; and in his funerary
rites (antyes. t.ih)
. and subsequent Śrāddhas he was identified by means of this
name and as a member of his deity’s supramundane Gotra. Thus, for example, a
brahmin beneficiary Gopālaśarman of the Kashmirian Kan. t.ha-Dhaumyāyana
Gotra would be identified after Tantric Śaiva initiation as a member of the
Śiva Gotra with a name such as Aghoraśiva, Aghora being an aspect of Śiva,
or as a member of the Bhairavagotra with a name such as Aghorabhairava or
Aghoraśakti. The suﬃxed title -śarman indicated that he was a brahmin. His
initiatory name ought to have given no indication of his caste-class, if, as was
insisted, initiation had lifted him above the level at which such distinctions
are relevant. In practice, however, it might do so; and whether it did or did
not depended on a tradition’s strategy of relating to the exoteric religion. Thus
names in -bhairava and -śakti gave no indication of caste and were given in
the more radical forms of Tantric Śaivism, whereas names in -śiva indicated
that the initiate is a brahmin, and were given in the more exoteric Śaiva system
known as the Siddhānta.
. Through initiation all believed that they had gained access to the means of
attaining supernatural powers (siddhih)
. and/or liberation far beyond the reach
of the practitioners of Vedism. Indeed in most systems a greater part of initiation
was the ritual destruction of all one’s past actions and their capacity to give rise
to eﬀects, and these included not only one’s sins but also one’s merits (punyam).
.
What one had achieved through one’s previous religiosity in the Vaidika domain
was merely an obstacle now. The heavens of Brahmā, Vis. nu
. or Śiva to which
one’s accumulated merit would have sent one at death were all part of the world
of limited and transient experience to be transcended through initiation.
. An important and distinctive element in Paurānika
representations of the non.
Śrauta gods is “mythology.” The gods are shown in time and space, interacting in
ages past with rival gods and allies, sages, demons and men to exalt the virtuous
and punish the wicked. And these accounts serve to promote those elements of
Paurānika
observance which are also tied to time and place, namely calendrical
.
festivals and pilgrimages, the former as the annual commemorations of these ancient exploits (caritāni) and the latter as visits to the places where they occurred.
For the Śaivas and Vais. navas
outside the Paurānika
.
. domain these histories were
not false; they were simply irrelevant. Śiva, the Goddess or Vis. nu
. had created


these projections with form, time and place for the benefit of those not ready
to transcend them by entering the higher world of Tantric observance. There
one dealt only with the timeless, unlocated and ultimately formless powers
that were the real essences of the deities. The deities were visualised in Tantric
worship and those visualisations were matched by material representations that
served as substrates of worship, as in the Paurānika
devapūjā; but the forms
.
were seen as technical devices for establishing awareness or control of those
powers, and when the learned commented on their significance they looked
not to mythical history but to metaphysics, interpreting the attributes of the
deities as outer symbols of inner realities. Thus on the Paurānika
level Śiva’s
.
familiar trident is the weapon with which he impaled the demon Andhaka,
while on the Tantric level it embodies or symbolises such triads as his three
cosmic powers of will (icchā), knowledge (jñānam) and action (kriyā). Likewise
with time and place: uncompromised Tantric traditions held themselves aloof
from the sort of calendrical festivals that animated the exoteric religion and
were largely determined by the mundane reality of the agricultural year; and
faith in holy places was condemned as lack of trust in the higher eﬃcacity of
Tantric observance. Initiates seeking powers might go to the more remote and
uncrowded of such sites to perform Tantric rites; but they were not to visit
temples for merit, especially not to die there in the hope of beimg translated to
the god’s paradise.
. In the exoteric religion observances were personal only in a very limited sense.
The paterfamilias acted as the representative of his household and the merit
achieved by his observances was shared by all who were under his tutelage. And
this, it seems, was thought to happen automatically, in the manner that the
impurity (āśaucam) caused by birth or death aﬀects patrilineal kin however far
away they may be at the time. This communicability of merit was sometimes
rationalised from the individualistic point of view by means of the doctrine
that those not directly involved in a meritorious act gain merit by rejoicing
in it (punyānumodanā),
an idea first developed by the Buddhists for their
.
laity ; but this was like the attempt to rationalise the position that those who
die badly go to hell: it mollified a contradiction between implicit belief and
explicit doctrine by explaining it away in a few instances. In Śaivism and
Vais. navism,
however, no one but oneself was thought to benefit from one’s
.
regular obligatory observances. Certain classes of initiates in certain traditions
were permitted to perform desiderative (kāmyah)
. rites for the benefit of others,
such as rituals to ward of danger or disease (śāntih)
. or rituals to restore health
(pus. t.ih).
But
it
was
recognised
that
such
favours
compromised the purity
.
of the tradition by turning the adept withdrawn from society into a sort of


priest serving its needs. He was therefore to purify himself through penance
(prāyaścittam).
. In the exoteric religion the householder had to act through oﬃciants (r. tvik)
in all but his basic daily duties. In Śaivism and Vais. navism
all observances
.
and rituals had to be performed by the initiate alone. There was an inevitable
exception in the case of the Guru, who had to perform rituals to initiate others
and also, in most traditions, to consecrate idols and the like for the initiates
under his tutelage. But this too was recognised as a compromise. Naturally, the
Guru ranked above his initiates. Indeed, he was to be treated by them as Śiva
or Vis. nu
. incarnate; but the Śaivas admitted that this status was socio-religious
rather than spiritual by saying that the oﬃce (adhikārah)
. of Guru brought with
it a special impurity (malah)
. or spiritual limitation from which other initiates
were free.
Once again this is a matter of the inferiority attached to priesthood. In the
case of initiation the compromise was not very great: in the Tantric traditions
at least the Guru could be seen as a hierophant rather than a priest, because
the ritual was believed to eﬀect a spiritual transformation. But beyond it the
dangers were greater. Consecration of idols was safe enough as long as these
were for the private cults of individual initiates. In that case the ritual was
almost an ancillary of initiation itself. But it was another matter when a Guru
performed the rituals to consecrate a fixed idol in a public temple, where
worship was to be performed by priests for the general good; and even worse
if he were to be among those who performed this generalised worship. The
traditions whose initiatory names were unmarked for caste were also those
that held back from this public domain: their idols, or rather idols of their
deities animated by their mantras, were moveable adjuncts of purely personal
worship. But the Gurus of the more exoteric Siddhānta and Tantric Vais. navism,
.
whose names were marked for caste, consecrated both private and public idols
and by the time the Essence was compiled some at least had accepted the
role of priests in these temples. The compromise was even greater in the case
of the rituals performed by Gurus for the dead, namely that culminating in
cremation (antyes. t.ih,
h)
. śivanirvānavidhi
.
. and that for rescuing one who had
died a bad death (mr. toddhārah).
The
seriousness
of the compromise entailed
.
in these functions was disguised by the fact that formally speaking the rituals
are re-initiations. It could be claimed, therefore, that they are entirely diﬀerent
from the Vaidika rituals to which they would appear to correspond. But it
is very unlikely that this theoretical unity between initiation and mortuary
rituals would have survived for long the marked inferiority of funerary priests


to other religious specialists in the exoteric religion. It certainly did not do so
in Kashmir, where those brahmins who performed Śaiva initiations and those
who performed Śaiva funeral rites came from non-intermarrying communities.
The latter were part of the inferior subcaste comprising the priests, whereas
the former were recruited from the the non-priestly subcaste, and from its best
families. So the ideal of the Guru minimally compromised by the service of
initiation was variously diluted in the practice of diﬀerent groups, so that there
emerged overall a hierarchy based on functions that perfectly reflected that of
the society transcended: Gurus as non-priestly teachers and initiators (the ideal
itself), Gurus who performed desiderative rites for the benefit of others, Gurus
who served as priests in temples, and, at the bottom, Gurus who performed
funeral rites.
. Finally, however thoroughly a tradition blended itself into the mundane religion, it preserved the awareness that in doing so it was compromising its
defining ideal. It justified itself by arguing that it allowed its observances to
incorporate mundane values either out of compassion for the unenlightened,
lest the example of transcendence weaken their faith in the lower religion that
answers to their needs, or to protect the reputation of its Gurus and thereby promote its survival in society. The Tantric householder—for it was he rather than
the ascetic that was expected to make most of these compromises—committed
no oﬀence against the spirit of his religion if he looked on his compromises
in this light. He had only to avoid the belief that the Vaidika aspects of his
discipline were necessary, even in the smallest degree, to its eﬃcacity.
Against this background I shall now outline the particularities of the various
systems. Śaivism in our period comprised two groups of traditions. These, to use
the terminology of the latter, were the Atimārga, the “Path of Transcendence” and
the Mantramārga, the “Path of Mantras.” The earliest text of the former predates
the earliest of the latter by at least four centuries, and though there are elements of
the Mantramārga that may go back to the period of the Atimārga’s origin, there is
no doubt that the system as a whole is a later development, which incorporated the
traditions of the Atimārga and this “proto-Mantramārga” in a greater synthesis.
The first tells us that it was accessible only to brahmin men, that all its initiates
were homeless ascetics, and that it oﬀered only liberation (moks. ah).
. The second,
which we may call Tantric Śaivism, could be entered by men and women of all
castes, though, as we shall see, the permitted degree of openness varied greatly across
its several divisions; its followers comprised both ascetics and householders; and it
taught methods for attaining not only liberation but also superhuman powers and
eﬀects (siddhih)
. with the experience of god-like status in the world of one’s choice,


either during one’s lifetime, through the power of visionary Yoga, or after death
(bhogah):
. one would opt for the initiation of a liberation-seeker (mumuks. uh)
. or that
of a reward-seeker (bubhuks. uh).
. In the first case one would, like the follower of the
Atimārga, attain liberation alone. In the second case one would attain the same goal
but only after spending time in the heaven of one’s choice.
The Atimārga is broady speaking Pāśupata Śaivism. However there are several
traditions within the Atimārga, and though the term Pāśupata is occasionally used
in our sources to cover them all, it refers more precisely only to the earliest of these
traditions, that whose principal authority is the The Aphorisms taught by Paśupati
[Pāśupatasūtram]. Paśupati “protector of tethered animals” is among the placatory
epithets of Rudra in the Śruti. The Pāśupatas adopted it as the preferred name of
their deity, reinterpreting it to mean “protector of bound [souls]”. Their system of
liberation (yogah)
. and ascetic observance (vratam) were Pāśupata in the meaning
“taught by Paśupati” and they themselves were Pāśupatas in the meaning “those versed
in that teaching.” They were also known as Pañcārtha-Pāśupatas (or Pāñcārthikas),
that is to say, “Five (pañca) Category (arthāh. [padārthāh])
. Pāśupatas”, because their
teaching, as expounded in the Pañcārthabhās. yam, the authoritative commentary on
the Aphorisms, was summarised under five heads: () the goal (the End of Suﬀering
[duhkhānta
h],
.
. namely the attainment of the qualities of God), () the eternal Eﬀect
(kāryam), namely the world (kalā), souls (paśavah)
. and the doctrine (vidyā), ()
Rudra, the eternal Cause (kāranam),
()
the
Unification
(yogah)
.
. of the soul and
Rudra through mental discipline, and () the Pāśupata Observances (vidhih).
.
As I have said, the Pāśupata system was resticted to brahmin males. A candidate
had to have passed throught the rite of investiture which qualified him to study
the Veda, but the extent of his learning was irrelevant: he might have mastered
the Veda in its entirety (caturvedī) or, like many, know only the Gāyatrīmantra
(gāyatrīmātrasārah).
. His stage of life (āśramah)
. was also irrelevant: he could be a
celibate student, a married householder, a forest-dwelling hermit or a full renouncer.
The inclusion of last stage is crucial, because it expresses the Pāśupata’s claim that
the Vaidika religion is unable to bestow salvation even at this level: what may appear
to be the way beyond the transient rewards of the religion of merit is just the least
mundane aspect of a religion that has no means of escaping the cycle of rebirth.
All Vaidika disciplines are life in the world from this point of view, being aspects
of the religion of caste-classes and life-stages (varnāśramadharma
h)
.
. protected by the
law; and this perspective is written into his self-description, for the Pāśupatas termed
themselves the Atyāśramins “those beyond (ati-) [the system of] the stages of life”.
This too is evidently the meaning of the term Atimārga, literally “the path beyond”.
Only Rudra, the inauspicious deity at the boundary of Vedism, could save a man
from rebirth, by lifting him out of society and its religion altogether.


After his initiation by a Guru the Pañcārtha-Pāśupata ascetic was to seek to reach
the goal of liberation through four stages of discipline. In the first he was to live by
a temple of Śiva, sleeping on a bed of ashes, seated on ashes when meditating, and
performing ritual baths at the three junctures of the day by smearing his body with the
same. Like the Vaidika renouncer he had no fire and these ashes were to be collected
from householders when he went on his daily begging round. After each bath he
was to worship Śiva in the temple by dancing and singing, boisterously laughing
(at.t.ahāsah),
. emitting the sound hud. duṅ
. with his mouth, and silently meditating on
the five Śrauta mantras that embodied the five aspects and faces of Śiva: Tatpurus. a,
Aghora, Vāmadeva, Sadyojāta and Īśāna.
In the second stage the Guru had him leave the temple. Removing all visible signs
of his Śaiva asceticism he was to purify himself by moving about in public pretending
to be crippled, deranged, imbecilic or indecent. Passers-by being unaware that these
defects were feigned were tricked into speaking ill of him, thereby provoking an
exchange in which demerit would pass from him to them and merit from them to
him By acting in this bizarre fashion he was making unorthodox use of a Vaidika rule
concerning the sacrificer in the Soma ritual. For once “initiated” (dīks. itah)
. into his
status with its attendant ascetic restraints during the course of the Śrauta ceremonies
the institutor of the sacrifice was similarly dangerous to anyone who dared speak ill
of him, whether truly or falsely. The Pāśupatas’ reasoning was evidently that the same
would work for them, since they too were bound in a state of ascetic observance
consequent on an initiation.
When suﬃciently purified by this period of exchanging demerit for merit the
Pāśupata was to enter the third stage of his discipline by retreating to a remote cave or
deserted building to practise meditation through the constant meditation of the five
mantras. If he had achieved an uninterrupted awareness of Rudra by this means, so
that he no longer required the support of the mantras, he was to enter the fourth stage
by moving from his place of seclusion to a cremation-ground, the special domain of
Rudra, to wait for death. Previously he had lived begging. Now he was to support
life with what ever he could find there. This for the Vaidika in the world, and indeed
for the renouncer outside it, was a potent symbol of his complete transcendence of
mundane values. With his death he was believed to achieve final liberation, the End
of Suﬀering, experiencing the infusion of Rudra’s omniscience and omnipotence.
Besides the Pañcārtha-Pāśupatas there were other groups within the Atimārga.
We hear of the Mausulas, the Kārukas, the Vaimalas and the Lākulas, but have
substantial evidence only of the last of these. However it was the Pañcārtha-Pāśupatas
and the Lākulas that were the important divisions, and, in any case, the lost three
appear to have been very closely related to the latter. The Lākulas, also known
as the Mahāpāśupatas (the Greater Pāśupatas), Mahāvratas (the followers of the


Greater Observance), or Kālamukhas (the black-faced [ascetics]) were to wander after
initiation carrying a staﬀ topped with a human skull (khat.vāṅgah)
. and an alms-bowl
fashioned from a human cranium (kapālam). Their hair was to be shaved or bound
up in a matted mass (jat.ā). They were to wear a sacred thread (the emblem of Vaidika
investiture) made from the skins of snakes, smear themselves with ashes and decorate
themselves with a necklace of human bones and the ornaments peculiar to his god.
These simulacra of Rudra could eat and drink anything. No action was forbidden
to them provided they remained immersed in contemplation of his god, believing
that no other could end their state of bondage. Here the symbolism of transcendence
is further intensified. For by carrying the skull-staﬀ and the skull-bowl the ascetic
identifies himself with Rudra in the guise of the ultimate outcaste of the Vaidika
world, a man performing penance for the worst of sins, the slaying of a brahmin.
The Lākula believed that liberation was attained through a process of visionary
Yoga in which he ascended through a hierarchy of cosmic levels each governed by an
emanation of Rudra. Eventually leaving the dark and impure universe of matter he
rose into the radiant universe of those who would never be bound again. Finally he
achieved the world of the Rudra Dhruveśa at its highest level and there passed into
perfect liberation, a state of pure consciousness uncontaminated by action.
The doctrine that the liberated soul is inactive indicates an intensely renunciationist perspective such as is found nowhere else in Śaivism or Vais. navism.
In the
.
Pañcārtha-Pāśupata system and in all forms of Tantric Śaivism liberation is both
omniscience and omnipotence. One takes on the qualities of God, and God, though
beyond the universe and encompassing it with his omniscience, must also have the
power to activate it in order to enable the souls under his control to be incarnated, to
act and to experience the results of their actions. But here the ultimate state is without
this essential quality of Godhood. It appears that to be God is to have taken on a
limiting oﬃce, the most exalted oﬃce there is, but one that its holder will eventually
renounce to a successor in order to enter the final state of perfect transcendence. The
Tantric Siddhānta inherited and further developed the soteriology and cosmography
of the Lākulas; and though this doctrine that liberation transcends the level of God
has been written out in the process, it has, I believe, left evidence of its suppression in
the incoherence of the revised position. There all the other divinities which govern the
levels of the hierarchical cosmos are oﬃce-holders who move on. Only God himself
at the top of the hierarchy remains forever unsucceeded. What then happens to souls
that have ascended to the point at which they are ready for Godhood? They cannot
bypass the now permanent holder of that position in order to go beyond him to their
goal. Instead they fall in beside him experiencing the manifestation in their souls of all
the qualities of Godhood including the power to create and destroy the universe, to
bind and free souls. Thus where before there were the holder of the highest oﬃce and


liberated souls inactive beyond him, now we are asked to accept two kinds of Śivas,
a Śiva who has always been and always will be [a] Śiva (Anādiśiva) and others who
are Śivas now that they are released (Muktaśivas). But if, as the Siddhānta maintains,
these released Śivas have exactly the same powers as the Śiva in oﬃce, either they
will exercise them, in which case, since these are no other universes but this, they
will get in each other’s way, or they will not exercise them, in which case they are
uncomfortably redundant. The Siddhānta, forced into this awkward position by its
decision to pull souls back to the level of God and to make his oﬃce permanent, can
only answer lamely that the released are free of pettiness and so not wish to create
diﬃculties by putting their powers into action.
In both forms of the Atimārga there were two classes of practitioner: Gurus
(ācāryāh),
. who initiated and taught, and Sādhakas (sādhakāh)
. or ‘adepts’, who did
not. One might assume that both Gurus and Sādhakas were subject to the same
discipline of salvation and that the former were really adepts suﬃciently advanced to
be qualified to teach and to examine and initiate candidates. The damage to status
entailed by priestly service would surely be minimal here. But this was not so. The
Guru of the Atimārga was an oﬃciant as opposed to an adept. He too was promised the
goal of liberation, but he did not need to be capable of following all the ordinances
of the Pāśupatasūtram in order to attain it; he had only to perform the ritual of
initiation correctly (samyaganugrahah)
. for any deserving brahmin who presented
himself as a candidate (śis. yah).
The
Sādhaka
was to reach the goal through knowledge
.
facilitated by an arduous ascetic discipline: the Guru could achieve it simply by doing
his duty. He achieved it in fact as a reward for perpetuating the Pāśupata tradition
(sampradāyaraks. anam).
But to say that the goal can be the reward of action, is surely
.
to compromise the Atimārga by dragging it back into the religion of merit. The
tradition appears to have been aware of this diﬃculty. It recognised that whatever the
Guru achieved through his oﬃce could only be merit (punyam),
but it claimed that
.
this merit was infinite (anantam), as though it transcends its innate limitation if it is
suﬃciently great. Evidently this blurring of categories attempted to disguise the fact
that the Guru was neither within nor without the Atimārga but exactly at its interface
with the mundane religion. It was through him that one passed into the Atimārga;
and it was he rather than the adepts that served as the point of contact between the
Atimārga and its lay supporters. For we are told that it was his task not only to perform
the rite of passage for those who wished to leave the mundane religion but also to
serve the faithful who remained within it (śraddhāvanta āśraminah),
. freeing them of
their sins by allowing them to see his sacred person (darśanam) and speak with him
(sambhā
s. anam).
.
.
This strongly suggests that Gurus had fixed abodes, unlike the Sādhakas they
initiated, and that these were in places accessible to the devout. The small corpus of


surviving texts of the Atimārga does not provide any information on this point. But
other documentary evidence, particularly a large number of inscriptions recording
religious donations, proves that this inference is correct. We see lineages (samtati
h)
.
.
of Pañcārtha-Pāśupata and Lākula Gurus presiding as the abbots (-adhipatayah)
of
.
monastic lodges (mat.ha-) connected to temples of Śiva, acting as the managers of
these temples (sthānapatayah),
. and expounding the sacred texts (vyākhyātārah),
. both
those of the Atimārga itself and, for the benefit of the laity, such Paurānika
. scriptures as
the Śivadharmāh.
What
is
more,
it
is
clear
that
at
least
some
Gurus
in
these traditions,
.
perhaps the majority, were further compromised by direct involvement in the domain
of public worship. It is likely that they stayed aloof from this in the beginning—this
may be why the Atimārga’s texts attribute no duties to the Guru other than those of
initiating adepts and receiving the laity—but by our period they were both oﬃciating
in ceremonies to install Śiva in fixed idols (sthāvaraliṅgāni) in public temples and
performing the necessary worship before these idols.
We cannot be sure, but it is probable that the admission of these compromising
functions created a hierarchy within the Atimārga: at the top may have been some
who refused to preside over mat.has—we do not know that this oﬃce was considered
demeaning for a Guru in the Atimārga, but it very probable that it was, since that
was the case in the Śaiva tradition of the Siddhānta—, then below them some who
refused involvement in the public temples, and among the rest a further division
between those who enabled worship by installing idols in public temples and those
who carried out this worship.
It is also very doubtful that all lineages of Atimārga Gurus maintained the textual
ideal of celibacy. Those at least who served as temple priests are unlikely to have
been ascetics, for they would be unique among Śaiva priests if they had been. As the
Siddhānta rules, an ascetic Guru may initiate and install idols, but only one who is
married may serve in a temple. Perhaps, it might be argued, the Gurus of the Atimārga
were unique in this respect. But that hypothesis is not encouraged by the evidence
of a mass of inscriptions from southern India, dating from not long after our period,
which show that the majority of Lākula Gurus were married men who passed on their
oﬃce to their sons. Nor were all of these mere temple priests. There were lineages who
held high oﬃce in the state as the religious preceptors of the king (rājaguravah).
.
The ideals of the Atimārga, then, were embodied in its Sādhakas not its Gurus;
and it is almost certain that the latter were divided into ascetic lineages, in which
oﬃce was passed from Guru to chosen disciple (śis. yah),
. and householder lineages, in
which sons inherited the oﬃce of abbot or the right to serve in a temple from their
fathers. It is doubtful that even the ascetics among the latter would have displayed
on their persons the grim accoutrements of the Lākula observance. The practice of
Tantric traditions in which such accoutrements were used suggests that they would


have been worn only when Gurus were turned towards the world of the Sādhaka,
when, that is, they were performing rituals of initiation.
Nor was it the ideal that secured the survival and prosperity of the PañcārthaPāśupata and Lākula traditions. I suggest that we know so little about the Kārukas,
Mausulas and Vaimalas precisely because they did not compromise the ideal of
transcendence suﬃciently to attract substantial lay followings and so build up a well
endowed infrastructure. For only the Pañcārtha-Pāśupatas and Lākulas figure in the
epigraphical record; and while Tantric sources mention other Atimārga groups in such
contexts as the purification required in case of physical contact with alien ascetics,
they mention only the two major traditions when they prohibit the worship of idols
installed by others.
This relation between Sādhakas and Gurus in the Atimārga is the key, I believe, to
the more complicated institutional structure revealed in the texts of the Mantramārga.
There we have four classes of initiates, namely, in descending order of rank, Gurus
(ācāryāh,
. guravah,
. deśikāh),
. Sādhakas, Putrakas (“surrogate sons”) and Samayins
(“pledgers”); and these included, as I have said above, both ascetics and married
men, men and women, and castes other than brahmins. But here too we see the same
polarity between Sādhakas outside the world and initiating Gurus who stand at the
interface between that world and society. Like that of the Pañcārtha-Pāśupata and
Lākula Atimārga the Sādhaka of the Mantramārga was altogether independent of the
Guru. Once initiated by him he went oﬀ to live a life of ascetic practice, alone except
for an assistant (sahāyah)
. to keep him provided with the necessaries of his observances,
dwelling in a cave, the forest, a cremation ground, or at a some remote sacred
site (ks. etravāsī), or wandering from one such site to another (ks. etrasamcārī).
His
.
observances diﬀered in type from those of the Sādhaka of the Atimārga in as much as
they involved an elaborate programme of rituals; but the diﬀerence is superficial since
these rituals are the frame of an intense Yogic practice centring on high numbers of
repetitions of mantras (japah),
. visualisations of deities (dhyānam) and the cultivation
of states of Yogic trance (yogah)
. in which the practitioner took on the deity as his own
identity (tanmayībhāvah,
samāveśa
h).
.
. The Guru who initiated the Sādhaka remained
in the world, either as a married householder in his own home or as a life-long ascetic
in an endowed mat.ha or house made available by a devotee. There he was the centre
of a circle of dependent initiates (Samayins and Putrakas), who lived with him in
his home (gurukulavāsinah)
. or separately in their own, and were, like him, either
ascetics (temporary or permanent) or married men (gr. hasthāh).
. The Samayin, who
had received a provisional form of initiation (samayadīks. ā), had no choice. He had to
live in the Guru’s house, as a temporary ascetic (bhautikavratī) unless he was already
married, obeying him in everything and doing nothing without his permission. The
Putraka, who had received definitive initiation (nirvānadīk
s. ā), would live with his
.


Guru if he had opted to be a celibate ascetic for life (nais. t.hikavratī). If he married, it
was open to him live in his own home, but if he did so he continued to be under the
Guru’s control, coming daily to venerate his person (gurupūjā) and receive his orders.
All initiates in this circle, including the Guru, had a daily programme of Tantric
observances which ran exactly parallel to those of the Vaidika: ritual bathing before
the three junctures of the day followed by Sandhyopāsana (with the Vaidika rite
performed first in addition to the Tantric), and, at midday at least, full worship of the
deity of one’s initiation with a Tantric Vaiśvadeva sacrifice before meals and periods
of study in the morning and afternoon during which the Guru expounded the Śaiva
scriptures. What is more, the core of this institution is closely parallel to that of celibate
studentship (brahmacaryā), the first of the life-stages in the Vaidika system, as that
was practiced by those who received more than a nominal training in the Veda. There
too students lived in the home of the Guru while they studied the sacred texts, and
remained there until marriage (as temporary ascetics) or indefinitely (as permanent
ascetics). The resemblance extends to the nature of the ascetic observances. In both
systems the ascetic had matted locks (jat.ilah)
. or complete tonsure (mun. da
. h),
. carried a
staﬀ (dan. da
h),
a
water-pot
(kama
n
dalu
h)
and
an
antelope-skin
(ajinam),
subsisted
by
. .
.. .
going on a begging round, eschewed meat, honey and women, and slept on the ground
(in the Tantric case, in the Guru’s worship hall (yāgagr. ham). All that diﬀerentiated
the Śaiva ascetic dependent on a Guru was the practice of smearing or marking his
body with white ashes. He certainly resembled the Vaidika student more closely than
he did the ascetic Sādhaka, who was required to take on the appearance and character
of his deity. What this entailed has already been exemplified in my description of the
observance of the Lākula Sādhaka in the Atimārga.
Outside this circle of active initiates there could be another, potentially much
larger group of people on whom the Guru had bestowed initiation. These were passive
initiates (nirbījadīks. ādīks. itāh),
. who had been initiated by the Guru in such a way
that they were not bound by the usual postinitiatory discipline. They had only to be
devoted to the Guru and the religion; they did not have to study the Śaiva scriptures or
perform Tantric rituals. Those qualified are said to be devotees unable to take on this
discipline for some reason, notably rulers, renouncers, the elderly, the infirm of mind
or body, and women. The last could achieve active involvement only in a subordinate
cult of Śiva’s consort Gaurī unless they resorted to the more radically transcendent
forms of Tantric Śaivism.
Here as in the mundane religion Śūdras fare rather better than women; for all but
those below the Śūdras could be initiated throughout the Mantramārga. Nonetheless,
here too the brahmin remains the paradigm, at least in the more compromised,
Saiddhāntika (<Siddhānta) branch of the Mantramārga. He is the ideal Guru, and in
some texts he is the only kind envisaged or permitted.


The two Mārgas, then, are very similar in their organisational structure. In both we
see a polarity between Sādhakas engaged in active outside the world and Gurus (with
their disciples and dependents) engaged in ritual and study of scripture at its edge,
more or less compromised by involvement in the mundane domain. However, the
goals of the two kinds of Sādhaka are entirely diﬀerent: while that of the Atimārga’s
Sādhaka is liberation, that of the Tantric Śaiva is to achieve supernatural powers and
eﬀects (siddhayah).
. His initiation guaranteed that he too will reach liberation in the
end, but it was not this goal that governed his activity. The relation between the two
Mārgas was, therefore, between two kinds of ascetic practice, one renunciationist and
the other instrumental and magical.
This is not to say that the goal of liberation is lacking in the Mantramārga. On the
contrary, it is liberation that is the goal of the Guru and of all his active and passive
non-Sādhaka initiates: the contrast between the goals of the two Mārgas is reproduced
within the Mantramārga as that between the goals of the Sādhaka outside the world
and those he has left behind. Indeed I maintain that the mature Mantramārga is the
result of a somewhat awkward marriage between the liberationism of the Atimārga
and this tradition of instrumental asceticism, which I take to be the original core
of the Mantramārga. However, the containment of liberationism within the semidomesticated domain of the Guru and his dependents, where ritual rather than Yoga
was the defining activity, required a fundamental transformation of what it meant
to be a seeker of liberation (mumuks. uh).
. To desire liberation became eﬀectively a
negative characteristic, namely not to desire to undertake the more intense path of
Tantric practice followed by the Sādhaka. Those who desired powers had to strive for
them in solitary transcendence; but those who did not were not required to strive
for liberation. For it would be achieved for them by the ritual of initiation itself, by
that alone in the case of the passive and by that followed by conformity to Tantric
injunction in the case of the active. It was believed that the initiating Guru was Śiva’s
instrument and that the mantras of the ritual destroyed the bonds that tie the soul
to its unliberated state. That no signs of any spiritual transformation were normally
discernible at the time, either to the initiate or to others, was said to be because
the transformation had taken place at a deeper level than that of the mind. But
when death came, it was maintained, there would nothing left to conceal the state of
liberation established by initiation, so that the soul’s omniscience and omnipotence
would finally become fully manifest. What in the Atimārga had qualified an individual
to strive for liberation had become in the Mantramārga the cause of liberation itself;
and a simple rite of passage (samskāra
h)
.
. had become an elaborate and costly procedure
taking several days. So the principal relation between the world of the Sādhaka and
that of the Guru is between positive power-seeking and negative liberation-seeking.
This is not to say that there was no positive liberation-seeking among non

Sādhakas in the Mantramārga. For the texts recognise that there were some Gurus
whose metier was not ritual (karma) but Yoga, as in the case of the Sādhaka, or even
more elevatedly, direct knowledge of ultimate realities (jñānam). In this context the
relation between the Sādhaka and the Guru is between two kinds of positive seeker,
the first seeking powers and the second liberation; and just as the aim of the Sādhaka
was to achieve powers during the course of life, so the positive liberation-seeker sought
to experience the state of liberation here and now (jīvanmuktih)
. by means of Yogic
exercises designed to take him out of the body and up the ladder of Being. I contend
only that such Gurus were a special phenomenon rather than the norm. The system
depended not on these but on the ritualists (karmī); and even those who emphasised
Yoga and mystical knowledge recognised this. No one denied that mere ritual would
bestow liberation. They maintained only that there was a higher way for an elite within
the religion. The abnormality of the positive liberation-seeker is well manifested in the
fact that only married Gurus can be the linchpins of the larger system which includes
the Sādhaka. Ascetic Gurus, that is to say, Yogins or ‘knowers’ (jñānī) were marginal in
that they could initiate only other liberation-seekers: they could not initiate Sādhakas.
Within Śaivism there was a great number of distinct forms. But the complex
structure of traditions can be summarised without distortion in terms of a simple
dichotomy between the Siddhānta and the rest, where the first is the relatively
exoteric system of Tantric observances, that is to say, that which is more thoroughly
compromised or masked by the values and hierarchical categories of the mundane
religion. Thus we have seen, for example, that the Siddhānta alone gave initiatory
names which revealed the caste-classes of their bearers and that the Siddhānta alone
entered the public sphere by installing Śiva not only in moveable idols for personal
worship but also in fixed idols to be worshipped by priests for the general good, that
is to say, in temples with lands and other properties vested in Śiva individualised
as a person in law. We have also seen also that it largely excluded women from
active participation in the religion. The non-Saiddhāntika traditions, by contrast,
maintained the convention that caste is absent within the circle of the initiated,
ruling that any reference to an initiate’s exoteric social position is a sin requiring
penance; they considered their mantra-deities too intense and dangerous to be put
in idols in the public domain; and they admitted women as active participants,
if not into the hierarchy around the Guru, then at least as Sādhakas. The deities
too were strikingly diﬀerent in the two branches of the tradition. In the regular
worship of an initiate in the Siddhānta Śiva present in the liṅga, man. dala
. or other
substrate of worship, was visualised in a form which allied him with the Atimārga’s
tradition of solitary renunciation. He was visualised and worshipped without Gaurī
at his side (his consort in other contexts) and in the centre of a retinue of secondary
deities that are entirely or almost entirely male emanations of this ascetic archetype.


In the non-Saiddhāntika systems the central deities are forms of Śiva’s ferocious
aspect Bhairava (Aghora) worshipped together with a female personification of his
power (Aghoreśvarī), or they are similarly ferocious forms of the grim Goddess
Kālī worshipped without a consort; and both Bhairavas and Kālīs are worshipped
with retinues of predominantly or exclusively female emanations. Indeed within the
esoteric domain the more radical a system the greater the emphasis on female power.
Thus we move from the Siddhānta, in which the feminine is suppressed, to () cults of
Bhairava in which he has a subordinate consort and is surrounded by consortless lesser
Bhairavas (Daks. ina
. Śaivism), () cults of Bhairava with equal consorts surrounded by
similar syzygies or by female deities alone (Yāmala Śaivism), () cults of Goddesses
with Bhairavas as inferior consorts (Trika Śaivism), and finally () cults of unpartnered
destructive Goddesses surrounded by exclusively female emanations (Krama Śaivism).
As the deities are diﬀerentiated so is the mode of worship. In the Siddhānta the
initiate’s oﬀerings are lacto-vegetarian and free of alcohol. There is nothing in this
aspect of the system that the Vaidikas could object to. Śiva is worshiped here just as
he, Vis. nu,
. and the other great non-Śrauta deities are worshipped in the Vaidika
domain. But in the non-Saiddhāntika systems we find sanguinary and alcoholic
oﬀerings, making these cults esoteric analogues of the cults of dangerous deities among
agriculturalists and other lower castes mentioned in my treatment of Vedism. From
the point of view of those following the esoteric systems the ritual of the Siddhānta
is dualistic (dvaitācārah),
. because it keeps within the dualities of the pure and the
impure, the permitted and forbidden established in the mundane religion, whereas
the practice of those in their own systems is nondualistic (advaitācārah)
. because it
transcends this limitation. In the perspective of those seeking powers this nondualism
is simply the means of placating and assimilating the nature of nondual deities that
stand outside the ritually pure domain of caste-stratified society and are contacted in
the maximally impure zone around it that contains the settlements of untouchables
and the cremation grounds. The non-Saiddhāntika Sādhaka does his practice in
the cremation ground by preference, wearing the sort of mortuary accoutrements
described for the Lākula observance, and in the more extreme forms of practice may
himself consume the impure substances he oﬀers to placate his deities, and add to
them the sexual fluids gathered after ritual intercourse with untouchable women.
Among positive liberation-seekers in this area of Tantric Śaivism such nondualistic practice came to reinterpreted as a means of spiritual self-transformation. It
was justified as the means of liberating consciousness from the state of contraction
engendered by believing that the values posited by the mundane religion are objective
features of the world. But this sort of sophistication was non-existent or inconspicuous
in our period. In any case, like positive liberationism in the Siddhānta, it was a special
development outside the mainstream of significance. Moreover, it was one that tended


to float free of the nondualistic practice that was its original context. For once it had
been established that the point of nondualistic practice was nondualistic awareness,
the tradition could and did substitute less socially challenging means of realising that
goal.
Having diﬀerentiated the Mantramārga in this way I end my treatment of Śaivism
with the proposition that the primary and original form of the opposition between
the two kinds of asceticism in Śaivism lies not in the relation between the Atimārga
and the Mantramārga as a whole, but rather in that between the former and the
non-Saiddhāntika branch of the latter. It is in this polarity that we see religion for
liberation and religion for powers most clearly separated; and I propose that this
polarity defined Śaivism well before the present literature of the Mantramārga was
composed, being rooted in an ancient polarity within the cult of Rudra: on the
one hand that of Rudra (/Maheśvara, Śiva) as solitary renouncer and on the other
that of Rudra (/Bhairava) as the homeless leader of the Mother Goddesses (mātarah)
.
and the lawless troop of Yoginīs and Dākinīs
(yoginīgananāyaka
h).
.
.
. The latter type is
characteristic of the non-Saiddhāntika division of the Mantramārga and the former of
the Atimārga and the Siddhānta. The Siddhānta is revealed in this perspective as the
oﬀspring of a marriage between Atimārgic liberationism and a toned-down ectype of
the power-seeking Śaivism of the proto-Mantramārga.
This early non-Saiddhāntika core is not entirely a matter of inference. It is discernible in archaic elements preserved in two important areas at the margin of the
corpus. The first of these is the literature of intensely nondualistic Goddess worship
clustered around the system known as the Krama or Mahānaya. The second is the
literature of the Bhūtatantras ‘the Demonological Tantras’ concerned with the control
of Yoginīs, Dākinīs,
demons (bhūtāh)
.
. and the like through the worship of Rudra
(/Bhairava) as their master. The two are closely related, though the first shows the
tradition in a much more sophisticated form, and this aﬃnity was recognised by
the Śaivas themselves, who grouped texts of the Krama with the Bhūtatantras as the
western stream (paścimam
. srotah)
. of the teaching of Śiva (śivaśāsanam). Now Śaiva
and non-Śaiva sources, both southern and northern, regularly divided the Śaivas into
four types: () Pāśupatas, () Lākulas, Mahāvratins or Kālamukhas, () Kāpālikas,
and () Śaivas [proper]. The first two now require no comment. But who were the
third and fourth? I propose that the Kāpālikas, who adopted the skull (kapālam) and
other mortuary accoutrements seen in the Lākula Atimārga (whence their name), but
whose practice, unlike that of the Lākula Sādhaka, was strongly nondualistic in the
style of the non-Saiddhāntika Atimārga, were precisely those Śaivas whose base was
the western stream of the canon embracing the demonological Tantras and the texts
of the explicitly Kāpālika worship of Kālī that came in the mature system to be seen as
the highest, most intense form of Śaivism. The Śaivas, the fourth group, are evidently


all other followers of the Mantramārga, principally the mainstream represented by the
Siddhānta. The position of the other elements of the non-Saiddhāntika division was
always ambiguous. They were seen from the late Kāpālika standpoint as the successive
stages of a non-dualistic hierarchy culminating in the Trika and the Krama; and,
as we have seen, there is much in the texts to support this view: there is a gradual
intensification both of nondualistic practice, whose details I have largely spared you,
and of the symbolism and practice of the cremation grounds in which the Kāpālika
tradition is rooted. From the standpoint of the Siddhānta, however, the only hierarchy
was that which marked their own system oﬀ as superior to all the others. The nonSaiddhāntika systems were accepted as the word of Śiva and therefore valid but seen
simply as alternative systems at the disposal of Sādhakas seeking powers. To conclude,
Śaivism in its great internal diversity is the result of the interplay of two fundamental
orientations, a liberation-seeking asceticism embodied in the Atimārga and a powerseeking asceticism of Kāpālika character within the Mantramārga. In spite of the
intermediate systems and in spite of the existence of a huge exegetical literature in
Sanskrit that emphasised other aspects, notably ritualism (negative liberationism)
in the Siddhānta and mysticism (positive liberationism) in the non-Saiddhāntika
tradition, the poles I have identified, and the polarity within each between Sādhakas
and Gurus, continued to be the basic structure.
Against this background Tantric Vais. navism
can be covered in few words. As a
.
system of rituals and in its hierarchy of initiates it diﬀered little from Tantric Śaivism.
All the Tantric systems shared a common ritual syntax and morphology. The diﬀerences lay in the details: the mantras, the mudrās (the hand-gestures symbolising the
actions accomplished with the mantras), the man. dalas
(the diagrammatic thrones of
.
the deities), the deities (devatāh)
. themselves, the oﬀerings (dravyāni)
. and the ancillary
observances (samayāh,
vratāni).
Like
the
Siddhānta,
Tantric
Vai
s
navism,
or, to use its
.
..
indigenous name, the Pañcarātra, tended to avoid all ‘nondualistic practice’. There
are, however, significant diﬀerences between the two major Pāñcarātrika scriptures
that survive from our period, the Jayākhyasamhitā
and Sātvatasamhitā.
The first is no
.
.
more compromised by conformity to Vedism than the Siddhānta. In some respects it
was less compromised. For its Sādhakas, who as in Śaivism occupied a very diﬀerent
world from that of the Gurus, are invited to stray as far from mundane dualities in
the quest for supernatural eﬀects as any but the more extreme Śaiva texts would allow.
They may enter cremation grounds to conjure up the goddess Jayā, one of Vis. nu’s
.
female retinue. They may seek to animate corpses with Vetālas (vetālasādhanam),
to gain power over Yaks. inīs
to enter the underground paradise
. (yaks. inīsādhanam),
.
of Pātāla by magically unbarring a hidden entrance (pātālotthānam, bilasādhanam),
and to obtain magical ointments that make one invisible when applied to the eyes
(añjanasiddhih),
. magical sandals that enable one to travel with supernatural speed
(pādukāsādhanam), swords that make one invincible (khadgasiddhi
h),
.
. and elixirs
that remove old age and disease (rasāyanasādhanam). All this is exactly as in the


Śaiva tradition, and, I might add, the world of the Sādhaka and his supernatural
counterpart, the Vidyādhara (‘spell-master’), encountered in the Kathāsaritāgara.
In the Sātvatasamhitā,
on the other hand, we find a system which is considerably
.
more compromised than the Siddhānta. The Vis. nu
. form that is at the centre of
the Jayākhyasamhitā’s
cult is one that enjoyed great popularity during our period in
.
the northwest in general and Kashmir in particular. It is four-faced and seated on
Garuda.
. The obverse face is of the usual, anthropomorphic kind, but it is flanked
by the faces of a lion and a boar representing Vis. nu’s
ferocious incarnations as
.
Narasimha
and Varāha, and on the reverse is the face of the wrathful sage Kapila,
.
founder of the renunciationist Sāmkhya
doctrine incorporated and transformed by
.
the Pañcarātra . In the Sātvatasamhitā
too
this form of Vis. nu,
.
. known as Śaktyātman
(‘the embodiment of Power’) or Śaktīśa (‘the Lord of Power’), is central: when the text
describes the installation of idols it is this image that is envisaged. But it attempts to
subordinate it by classifying it as a secondary manifestation (vibhavadevatā) exoteric
enough to be worshipped by all the four caste-classes. Above it it erects a hierarchy of
progressively less Tantric deity forms and mantras designed for initiates in the higher
castes and culminating in an Absolute that stands apart from the Brahma of the
Aupanis. ada Vaidikas only through a typically Tantric emphasis on its innate (magical)
power. This is unique to my knowledge. Nowhere else in the Tantric tradition is
mode of worship diﬀerentiated according to caste-class. Even in the Siddhānta there
was the firm conviction that all initiates are equal in essence and that even if caste
diﬀerences between initiates are to be observed in mundane interactions this equality
is manifested in the fact that all worship is done in the same manner with the same
mantras: initiates are equal when alone with their deity. Evidently the Sātvatasamhitā
.
was attempting to raise the status of the Pañcarātra in the eyes of Vaidikas by creating
a system through which brahmins could move away from markedly Tantric forms
of observance towards something that their orthodox brethren would be less eager
to condemn. So we see how it is that the systems of the Śaivas and Pāñcarātrika
Vais. navas
embodied two diﬀerent kinds of social self-assertion. The Śaivas tended
.
to be indiﬀerent to the Vaidikas’ condemnation—indeed one might say that they
relished it as proof of their superiority—, while the Vais. navas
tended to try to prove
.
that they were not among those to whom that condemnation applies. They wished to
be seen, as I have said above, as superior insiders. How orthodox Vedism evaluated the
two groups, the transcenders without and the transcenders within, is easily guessed,
and it is well expressed in Much Ado About Scripture (Āgamadambara),
a humorous
.
play by the Kashmirian Naiyāyika Jayantabhat.ta writing towards the end of the ninth
century. There a highly trained and brilliant student of the Veda, Samkar
. s. ana
. by
name, has just terminated his studentship and is campaigning to realise Manu’s
utopia, from which all non-Vaidikas will be banished by law. A Vaidika oﬃciant
(r. tvik) and a teacher of the Veda (upādhyāyah)
. have high hopes that the Snātaka
Samkar
s
a
na
will
succeed,
and
he
seems
to
have
made a fine start when he persuades
.
. .
the king to ban the ‘Black-blankets’ (nīlāmbaravratinah),
. a particularly extreme group


of Śaivas, who were inviting brahmins and more importantly their wives to renounce
their duties for a life of licentious nonduality. Unfortunately the ban precipitates
a panic among their correligionists. Kāpālika ascetics are making for the frontier
under cover of darkness and even the more conventional Śaivas are uneasy. The king,
Śaṅkaravarman, who did indeed ban this movement duing his reign, is portrayed as
resolving the resulting conflict between his duty to this fiendishly orthodox brahmin
on the one hand and his own devotion to Śiva (and that of his wife to Vis. nu
. and
the Pañcarātra) on the other by elevating Samkar
. s. ana
. to a post in the Ministry of
Religious Aﬀairs (dharmaraks. ādhikārah).
. He is now the king’s man, and his first task
is to guarantee the Śaivas the freedom to practice their religion. The two Vaidikas
are bitterly disappointed. Their champion Samkar
. s. ana
. has been bought oﬀ, and the
Tantric Śaivas, the Pāśupatas and the Pāñcarātrikas, the Buddhists and the Jains are
no worse oﬀ than before. The oﬃciant then reveals that of all these groups it is the
Pāñcarātrika Vais. navas
that irk him most:
.
They talk as though they were brahmins. They push their way into brahmin company
and use the form of greeting that only we may use to our equals; and they do so without
a trace of shame. They recite the Pañcarātra’s scriptures with the Veda’s pitch-accents,
as though these texts were the Veda itself. They call themselves brahmins and demand
that others do likewise. I’ll say this for the Śaivas and the rest: at least they don’t claim
to be part of our system of the four caste-classes. By adopting an alien religion and
giving up the stages of discipline (āśramāh)
. ordained for them by Śruti and Smr. ti,
they place themselves unambiguously in a community apart. But these Pāñcarātrikas
are claiming to be brahmins by birth and heritage and are living out a parody of our
world. This is what really irks me.



